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THE BG NEWS
Bowling Green, Ohio

Tuesday, February 10,1987

Kidnappers extend threat deadline
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) - Moslem kidnappers
said at their Monday midnight deadline for killing
three American hostages and an Indian, that they
had extended it •'untiTfurther notice."
A handwritten statement in Arabic signed by
Islamic Jihad for the Liberation of Palestine
described the decision as a response to pleas from
the hostages, their families, Lebanese organizations and the Indian government.
But the statement also said the group would
retaliate for the "insult" by U.S. Secretary of
State George Shultz, who said the people of
kidnapping-beset Beirut "have a plague." It did
not indicate what form the action might take, or

whether it could involve the hostages.
The statement was delivered to the Beirut office
of a Western news agency with a picture of Robert
Polhill, one of the hostages. Polhill, frail-appearing and bearded, wearing a T-shirt and spectacles, was pictured looking into the camera with a
faint smile.
Hostage Alann Steen had said in an earlier
message yesterday that the hostages would die
unless Israel freed 400 Arab prisoners. He said the
captors would not reconsider the death verdict or
extend the deadline.
"WE WILL be executed at midnight," Steen, 47,
of Boston, said in the letter to his wife. It was

accompanied by notes to their wives from the two
other kidnapped American college teachers.
"Until then, if you do love us and your hearts
beat for us, put pressure on Israel to show good
will. Let Israel promise the organization (of the
kidnappers) to snow good will, Steen wrote.
"Let Israel promise the organization plainly
and officially that 400 Palestinian mujaheds (holy
warriors) will be free. Otherwise, we won't be
alive after midnight."
The statement at midnight said the kidnappers
found "certain positive points" in remarks by
Foreign Minister Shimon Peres of Israel about
their demand for the release of Arab prisoners.

"We want the fastest clarifications on this
subject," it said, without elaborating.
Peres said yesterday in Jerusalem that Israel
had not received a request from the United States
to free the prisoners, and that "Israel won't take
any initiative on its own."
HE DECLARED on Sunday, however, that
Israel was willing to discuss trading Arab prisoners for an Israeli airman shot down in Lebanon.
The kidnappers' midnight statement also said
its retaliation for Shultz' comment about Beirut
would "deter everybody from daring to attribute
his own cancerous diseases to the others."

USG
Arena camp-out a day at the beach
plans
forum
by Ron Fritz
editor

They came armed with
lawn chairs, radios, grills and
Frisbees - all the makings
for a day at the beach.

But to the more than 30
students who took refuge outside of the University's Ice
Arena Saturday afternoon,
the wait for the Bowling
Green-Michigan State hockey
contest was the real "beach.'

by Tilda Courtney
staff reporter

Undergraduate Student Government said last night it would
give students an opportunity to
voice opinions about proposed
cuts in federal financial aid programs.
On Feb. 19, USG will be holding a financial aid forum which
wul discuss the current programs and what the proposed
cuts may mean to students.
Conrad McRoberts, director
of financial aid and student employment, will be addressing the
assembly at 7:00 p.m. in Room
115 of the Education Building.
Chris Helmick, at-large representative of USG and coordinator of the forum, said
McRoberts will explain the potential problems and impact of
the proposed budget cuts.
At the forum, USG will be
handing out form letters addressed to the U.S. Senate and
House of Representatives which
ask the representatives to vote
against the budget.
Once signed and delivered, the
letters will be tallied by the
district representative in order
to determine how many people
oppose the cuts.
'Students can have some impact on financial aid. It's not set
In stone and this forum is a
chance for students to come and
find out what kind of effect it will
have on them," Helmick said.

Students, who purchased
tickets Tuesday, began camping out before noon. By the
time the doors were opened at
6:15 p.m., more than 1,500
people had gathered at the
Ice Arena's three main entrances for a chance to get a
seat in one of the four general-admission student sections.
To pass the time before the
7; 30 p.m. game, many of the
students did homework or
played cards, Trivial Pursuit
and backgammon.
Greg Jordan, director of
the Ice Arena, said Saturday
was the earliest he had seen
anybody line up for a game.
"I don't think I've ever seen
anybody here as early as
that," he said. "For an Ohio
State game a few years ago,
they started lining up around
two o'clock."
BG News- Peter Fellman

Waiting is half the fun
Troy Fraker, senior management information systems major,
relaxes in the sun as Judy Isaksen, junior gerontology major;
Jeff Williams, sophomore broadcast journalism major; Jeff

Students upset over
Springfest demise
by Judy Immel
staff reporter

Student reaction to the University and city withdrawing support
for Springfest is one of disappointment and frustration.
Amy Siller, sophomore technical writing major, is one of the many
students concerned about Springfest being canceled.
"Street parties get out of hand," she said.'"This was one of the few
big organized events for students, instead of everyone just going to
the bars."
Terry Adams, sophomore computer science major, and L.J.
Porter, sophomore design major, enjoyed Springfest last year and
are upset that there may not be one this year.
"At the beginning of spring, everyone lust wants to get outside
after being cooped up in their rooms all winter," Porter said.
They both agreed that Springfest was a fun and different way to
have a party.
D See Springiest, page 4.

Tuesday

Adams, senior microbiology major; and Greg Tefft, senior
education major, play a game of Trivial Pursuit while waiting
for the doors to open at the Ice Arena.

KSU victim still an activist
by Jeff Keene
staff reporter

The day was May 4,1970. It was a beautiful spring day in the midst of troubled times
at a troubled campus. It was a day Alan
Canfora will never forget. The scar on his
right wrist won't let him.
The 36-year-old Canfora was a junior at
Kent State University taking part in an antiwar demonstration when the National
Guard opened fire on him and his fellow
protesters. After a scant 13 seconds, 67
bullets had been fired and four students lay
dead. Canfora and eight others were
wounded in the melee.
"During that first second of firing I
thought about laying down, but then I
spotted a tree," Canfora recounted. "That
tree probably saved my life."
Canfora, along with representatives from
the University and the University of Toledo,

was in Bowling Green Saturday to establish
the Progressive Student Network of Ohio.
The PSN, formed in 1900, is a national
network of student organizations, with KSU,
UT and the University being Ohio's only
represented campuses.
I've been concerned about social issues
since my undergrad days," Canfora, a 1972
Sraduate, said. In 1968 he joined the Stuents for a Democratic Society and has
remained politically active ever since.
Canfora was here Saturday, continuing
what he called "a tradition of student activism."
"My research indicates that even in the
colonial era there were student protests," he
explained.
His focus is now on the controversial areas
of South Africa and Central America. He
said he sees the same things happening in
Central America that happened in Vietnam.
"If they start the draft again, which is a

More evidence to be tested

'80 murder suspect to be tried

D A coroner's report links Liberace's death
to AIDS: See story, page 7.

Additional material has been sent to the Ohio
Bureau of CYiminal Identification and Investigation to determine if it could be used as evidence
in the Jan. 6 murder of University junior Karen
Sue Hirschman, city police said yesterday.
Police Chief Galen Ash would say only that the
material was not from Hirschman's apartment.
Hirschman, of Sylvania, was found stabbed to
death in her apartment at 818 Second St.
No suspects nave been named. . Dy rjon Lee

The last suspect in the 1980 murder of a
University freshman was indicted Wednesday by
a grand jury, a spokeswoman for the wood
County Prosecutor's office said Friday.
Rojelio Garcia, 23, of Perrysburg, was indicted
in the Nov. 16.1980 murder of Steven Bowers, 18,
of Canton. Garcia, also known as Roy, was
arrested July 31,1966 by FBI agents in Houston
and was extradited to Bowling Green in the fall.
Bowers died of stab wounds inflicted in a fight

□ The women's basketball team won a
school record 13th straight game by thumping Toledo Saturday: See story, page 9.

very real possibility, there will be no deferments for students this time. When I was in
school, as long as you carried 12 hours, you
got a deferment. The young men of this
generation do not want to sacrifice their
uves for an unjust war of intervention," he
said.
"THERE IS a need now for students to
work for change," he continued. "I promote
positive student change. Students nave every right in our democracy to demand
change," he said.
Canfora said there are two tasks for
today's student organizations. The first is
raising the public's consciousness of issues.
The second is for students to take actions to
promote change.
Canfora sees a growing wave of student
activism, fueled, in part, by the Reagan
Administration and its policies.
"I think many students were deceived by
Reagan's rhetoric," he said. "Look at his
See Canfora, page 6.

News In brief

D A lone American Indian brings home to
News writer Nancy Erikson the reality of
another kind of apartheid: See page 2.

. . Oprah Winfrey takes her talk show to
Forsyth County, Ga. and encounters an entire
spectrum of attitudes: See story, page 8.

Gregg Tefft, senior education major, was one of the
early arrivals to the Ice
Arena. He said it had to be
D See Hockey fans, page 5.

with five males behind the Uptown Bar, where he
worked as a bouncer. The tight occurred after
Bowers twice prevented the males from entering
the bar because they were under-age.
The other four suspects were arrested within a
year. All were found guilty of murder. Garcia
was thought to have fled the state the day after
the murder, and was placed on the FBI's fugitive
list in 1985.
Although Garcia was 17 at the time of the
murder, tie will be tried as an adult. Arraignment will be Feb. 24 in Wood County Common
Pleas Court, in the courtroom of Judge Donald
DeCessna.
-by Don Lee

Editorial
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A breath of fresh air
Bowling Green Municipal Judge James Bachman's recent decision to prohibit smoking in his
municipal courtroom is symbolic of a much-needed
nationwide thrust toward fresh anti-smoking attitudes and fresh air for nonsmokers.
His decision comes on the heels of new government anti-smoking regulations. In the nation's
nearly 7,500 federal buildings, there is no smoking
allowed-a decision that understandably leaves
previously nauseated nonsmokers now heaving a
fresh sigh of relief.
Other local officials, as well as University officials, would be wise to follow the lead of the federal
government and Judge Bachman. With smoking
increasingly labeled one of the leading preventable
causes of death in the United States, their support
for the clean-air campaign would provide a valuable service for both smokers and nonsmokers.
Prohibiting smoking in offices eases the fears of
workers who cannot easily escape the harmful
fumes by simply walking away from their duties.
The new rules are also forcing smokers to reevaluate a potentially fatal habit. Some smokers
are simply kicking the habit to avoid the hassle.
But federal employees should not be the only
workers to reap the rewards of smoke-free offices.
Employers of state, city, county and independently
run offices could also help their employees avoid
smoke inhalation while avoiding high insurance
rates by instituting similar policies.
The no-smoking policy does have its problems.
Smokers are confused about designated smoking
areas, and employers are confused about how to
enforce the rules.
But once the kinks are worked out, the policy will
be a positive addition to offices and other public
places where nonsmokers are forced to inhale
unpleasant - and harmful - cigarette smoke.

Remember American injustice
by Nancy Erikson
As the black and white crowd
congregated in the Union Oval,
the man watched in awe. He
first looked at the speaker, Cassie Madden. She was telling the
crowd about South African
apartheid. She spoke well and
moved the crowd to follow her
cause.
He then focused on the crowd.
He saw the black men and
women screaming for the rights
of their brothers and sisters
across the ocean. He saw the
white men and women screaming at the wrongs done by their
brothers and sisters across the
ocean.
Suddenly he was distracted by
the flight of a red-breasted robin. He began to notice his surroundings. He noticed the
Bigeons, the squirrels, the trees,
te soft grass and cloudy sky. He
began to imagine what it would
have been like to live here before the white man came to
America and built things like
Bowling Green State University.
He imagined the singing and the
dancing after a good hunt. He
imagined the community and all
the men living together freely,
respecting the land, themselves
and each other.
He was then shaken from his
deep thought and was once
again at the rally. He heard the
students screaming with Cassie,
"Apartheid No! Freedom Yes!"
and he found that a tear was
running down his cheek. He was
not crying for the South Africans
however. He was crying for an-

other group of unwanted people,
the Indians of North America.
And he was crying because
while these Americans were
fighting African apartheid, he
was fighting American apartheid.
"Hi. I'm Nancy Erikson with
the Peace Coalition. Could you
sign this petition to get the
BGSU Foundation to take its
investments out of South Africa?"
"Uh, why would I want to do
that?"
"So the foundation will divest."
"OK, but why do I want them
to divest?"
"So the South African government will see that the U.S. does
not approve of their policy of
apartheid. Will you sign the petition?"
"No, I don't think so."
"Why not?!"
"I just think we ought to clean
our own slates before we cast
our stones, so to speak."
With that he slammed the door
in my face, leaving me with not
only a sore nose but an empty
feeling of hypocrisy as well.
It didn't hit me until later that
he was talking about the American Indian. I felt incredibly ignorant so I decided to find out
just what the exact Indian situation was.
What I found was not only
surprising but embarrassing as
well.
I read about the first relations
between Indians and settlers.
The Indian willingly shared his
land with the white man and
taught him how to live off of it.
They did not believe they owned
the land so they became confused when the white man built
fences and wrote land titles.
Soon it became too crowded
for Indians and whites to live
together so the Indians were
moved west. The government
forced them to live in certain
areas of the country, the worst
areas by the way, and made
laws to regulate them.
The Indian had no rights. He
couldn't move. He couldn't fish.
He couldn't run for office. He
couldn't vote. He could only stay
on his reservation and think

back to the times of his ancestors and hope for better times to
come.
I was starting to feel guilty
until I saw what had been done
recently for the Indian.
Many new laws were made for
the Indian in the 1960s and 70s.
He was allowed to fish and hunt
freely again. He was given
money for schools and hospitals.
He was permitted to leave the
reservations and live where he
wanted. But most importantly,
he was given his right to citizenship, thus allowing him to
vote.
Unfortunately there are still
many problems today.
One of the most traumatic
problems is that of social segregation. The phenomenon of social pressure to be more
powerful than written law.
The Indian is allowed to leave
his reservation but he does not
dare. He is not welcome to live
anywhere in the United States,
not by whites, not by blacks.
How odd that must feel to be
unwelcome in your own home.
Also there is the unusual problem of citizenship.
The Indian does not believe in
borders. He believes he is a
citizen of North America, not
Canada or- the United States.
Many times the Indian will declare himself a member of a
tribal nation, for instance the
Mohican nation, instead of
choosing between countries.
However if they do this they
give up many of the rights that
come with being a citizen of the
United States, one of which is
the right to vote.
My point is that there is apartheid in this country, even if it is
subtle.
The natives of this land live in
poverty because of (^crimination. The natives of this land
cannot go where they want to
because of social pressure. The
natives of this land cannot vote
because of pride or confusion.
That's American apartheid.
You may think the Indian is
really doing this to himself. He
can move off the reservation,
get a good job and become a
voting citizen if he wants to.

And let me guess, all the white
folks reading this right now are
thinking,"Ixxik, I'm sorry my
ancestors were so cruel to peoSe of other cultures and colors,
it I'm sick of being made to
feel guilty every time an ethnic
group has a gripe."
And I can guess what the
black folks are thinking right
now, "Boy, those nasty white
people sure hurt a lot of people.
I'd really like to help the Indian
but I have enough problems of
my own. Sorry."
And I'm sure most of you are
wondering, "OK, so a long time
ago the Americans oppressed
the Indians and now they live in
poverty and some can't even
vote, but what am I supposed to
do about it?
Well, certainly none of us is
going to demand Reagan de-.
clare a national holiday for
Chief Tecumseh. And I don't
expect U2 or Crucial DBC to stop
singing about the Irish and Africans and begin a campaign for
the native Americans. And I
would bet my life that you won't
catch the Peace Coalition or the
Black Student Union building a
teepee in the Union Oval until
the Indian is reimbursed for his
pain.
No, I can guarantee that once
you finish this article and move
down the page to Bloom County
the thought of Indians will leave
your mind forever. Something
that the Indian is very used to.
So, while we pass around those
petitions asking the foundation
to divest, while we hope that the
South African government will
see what they are really doing to
the blacks and reform their
country, and while we scream
"Apartheid No! Freedom Yes!"
we forget about the victims of
apartheid in this country.
You may not be an activist
and I'm not asking you to be one.
All I'm asking is that when you
walk by that shanty in the Union
Oval that the members of the
Peace Coalition and the Black
Student Union put up with such
care, remember that they built
it on Indian land.
Erikson, sophomore journalism major from Burton, is a
staff reporter for The News.

Letters
Pro-life response

AN? NOW/,,, Rftl. ORAl ROBERTS W001P 1MB TO MMS 0N6
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In defense of SICSIC
by Susan Pastor
The past week has been a time
of bitter disappointment. I expected an outpouring of support
for SICSIC since I complained
about SICSIC signs in the public
forum. I dreamt of receiving
dozens of letters and phone messages, all intended to convince
me that the campus community
loves the SICSIC tradition and
wants it to continue until the end
of time.
Instead, no one has called or
written in defense of SICSIC
except SICSIC. When I left the
Education Building last Thursday evening, I noticed a banner
soaked by freezing rain and
whipped by prairie winds, but
hanging in there from the second story of Eppler. It was more
neatly written than usual and I
suspect that it may have been a
clever fake.
However, there was no mistaking the target audience: me.

It read "Susan P. - We'es wants
to join yer first grade writing
siminar." Some of the letters
were turned backward. I am
going to give them the benefit of
the doubt and assume that those
errors, like the spelling and
punctuation errors, were intentional.
I experienced a moment of
remorse. Was it fair to lampoon
an organization whose members
can't even come forward in their
own defense?-How heavy the
burden of secrecy must weigh
when those individuals are, no
doubt, bursting with pride over
their handiwork!
This feeling of remorse lasted
only a few minutes, but it left me
with an idea. I should try to find
the positive aspects of SICSIC,
just in case no one else ever
writes on their behalf.
First of all, SICSIC memberhip is excellent training for
future employment, especially
in banking. Most financial institutions employ "repo" men, who
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work at night and in secret repossessing automobiles and
other collateral from the lenders' unfortunate customers.
If carefully presented on a
resume, experience such as
"Spent nights plastering the
BGSU campus with signs while
wearing a ski mask, 1936-1987,"
could be the ticket to a distinguished career.
I am not sure how SICSIC fits
in with the role and mission of
the University, but I would
guess that participation in SICSIC builds character. If everyone could learn to keep a secret,
nasty information leaks could be
erevented. We would be spared
le national discomfort caused
by the likes of the Watergate and
Iran-contragate scandals.
Maybe all freshmen men and
women should be required to
take part in SICSIC-type activities.
Finally, SICSIC contributes to
the University's academic atmosphere. What would professors discuss when they gather in
the Union in the afternoon if they
couldn't ponder the meaning of a
new batch of SICSIC signs? It
definitely takes a trained mind
and a large dose of intellectual
curiosity to pursue the hidden
meaning in "Your brother's
mother is your mama," which
appeared on a sign at the same
time as "Pig Honk."
I could come up with more
SDod things about SICSIC, but
ley're really far-fetched. And
besides, I just had a really
frightening thought. What if
there are only three people, two
SICSIC members and me, who
care what Pig Honk means? I've
lost hope of finding out, but I
have a feeling that new and
equally nonsensical signs will
appear in time.
Pastor, assistant director of
program advisement and teacher certification in the College
of Education and Allied Professions, is a columnist for The
News.

Bruce McGarvey's self-styled
"crass" response to our column
deserves at least a brief rejoinder. We regard his questions as
relevant ones that need to be
addressed by responsible prolifers.
He asks (1) if anti-abortionists
will adopt and raise those children spared abortion, (2) if they
will pay for the health care of
mothers and their children who
carry their pregnancies to term
and if they will support both
afterward, and (3) u they will
fight for government support for
these children. The answer to
the first two is yes and to the
third one, no. There are organizations and individuals in every
city, including Bowling Green,
who provide financial support
throughout a pregnancy, assist
in adoption referral and provide
temporary homes and ongoing
support for mothers who want to
keep their babies. Groups such
as First Hope Pregnancy Center
and Bowling Green Right-ToLife offer individuals counseling, tests, referrals and financial support without cost to them

and without obligation, and they
do this without government
funding or special endowments.
These are grass-roots organizations which refuse to be dependent on government subsidy to
sustain their involvement in prolife activities. Whether Mr. McGarvey believes it or not, there
are millions of us who, as he puts
it, "are willing to put (and have
put) their own welfare where
their mouths are."
But the more serious question
raised by Mr. McGarvey s letter
is his implication that ethics can
be reduced to economics. His
sentiments exemplify the very
froblem our column suggested.
or Mr. McGarvey, "worth"
and "personhood" are connected to dollar signs; he wants
to know how much and who will
pay the cost of the children who
are not aborted. Let's follow his
reasoning a bit. What should we
do about the poverty in our country - who will pay for those who
cannot, for whatever reason,
"pay their own way?" Do these
poverty-stricken folks have any
worth? Or do we say that unless
they can be tied to some favorable economic scheme they
should be abandoned?
It is easy to see how racism

and sexism can be imported into
what surfacely seems to be a
reasonable ethic. If the primary
measure of human worth is its
relative cost to the rest of society, then the poor, the minorities and the supposed
"unwanted" will always be at
the mercy of those in power.
This is ostensibly the case today
in American society, but certainly true in such oppressive
regimes as South Africa, Nicaragua and Cambodia. The leaders of these nations share a
"situation ethics" with the more
benevolent Mr. McGarvey and
his mentor, Joseph Fletcher.
According to Fletcher, nothing
is wrong or right in itself - it all
depends on motive.
It is easy to see how such an
ethics could justify anything in
society, including genocide.
That was Germany's "final solution." We would submit to Mr.
McGarvey that if nothing is
wrong or right in itself, then
nothing can ever be right or
wrong. And all ethical questions
are moot.
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Writing Center to be revamped
"The change in the
configuration is so we could
have specialization in that
area (writing)."

by Maria Kromer
staff reporter

The University Writing Center
will undergo a complete restructuring and its director's contract
will not be renewed, according
to a University official.
Joan Morgan, director of the
Office of Academic Enhancement, said memos sent in December to Vernice Cain,
director of the University Writing Center, by Eloise Clark, vice
president of academic affairs,
explained that the restructuring
would begin July 1 and that
Cain's contract, which expires
June 30, would not be renewed.
Morgan, who proposed the restructuring, is acting as a liaison
between Cain and Clark.
Morgan said the restructuring
was being done to put the UWC
in line with the other labs on
campus. She presented a proposal to Clark and Dr. Richard
Hoare, associate vice president
of academic affairs, early last
year to change the configuration
of the UWC, making its services
comparable to the ones offered
by the Study Skills Lab and the
Math Lab.
The proposal was approved.
The changes were supposed to

Joan Morgan, director of
academic enhancement
Eo into effect Feb. 2, according
i the memo.
However, the center has not
undergone any changes yet,
Cain said. It is still offering
interdisciplinary, universitywide tutoring to all students.
THE CHANGES are taking
longer than anticipated, Morgan
said. She said she has been unable to put everything into effect
as planned.
Under the new structure, 10 of
the 11 existing components will
be eliminated, Cain said. The
UWC originally consisted of 11
graduate student or upper-level
undergraduate student coordinators, each offering specialized
writing assistance in a different
field of study, such as philosophy or sociology. Each was under Cain's authority.
In the new system, the workers will no longer be coordinators, but will be called peer

tutors, Cain said. An English
graduate student will be in
charge of the peer tutors and
will be called the general studies
writing composition coordinator. The coordinator will report
to Morgan, according to Cain.
Although the focus of the new
Writing Lab will be toward students in English 110, 111 and 112,
it won't turn away students who
need extra help in other areas of
study, Morgan said.
Another change will be in the
nante of the center, Morgan
said. It will be titled "The Writing Lab," eliminating the word
"University," simply to avoid
redundancy, she said.
CAIN SAID the service UWC
can offer students became restricted last fall.
The UWC on Wheels program,
which used to give classroom
workshops on both specialized
and general workshops, was

UAO
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She said she also was directed
by Morgan, after approval by
Clark and Hoare. to turn down
any externships from teachers,
professors and graduate students. The externships were for
other schools to learn the UWC
system and the way it functioned and to possibly model
programs in their respective
schools after the UWC.
The main concern of all three
labs on campus is working with
high-risk students and helping
them with the basics, Morgan
said.
"The change in the configuration is so we could have specialization in that area (writing)
similar to the way the other labs
offer the services," she said.

$70 deposit required
with sign-up
sign-up in the UAO office
on Feb 17 9:00p.m.
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discontinued.
In conjunction with Richard
Conrad, director of computer
services, Cain presented a proposal to Morgan for a Mac Lab,
offering 25 computer terminals
available to all students. The
proposal was turned down, Cain
said.
' The lab would have been paid
for by the University and would
have cost the UWC nothing. It
was a service requested by a
number of students, Cain said.
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Role of black women addressed
by John Meola
staff reporter

Black women have come a
long way since the days of
women in the movie "The Color
Purple," according to Patricia
Russell-McCloud, a Harvard-educated lawyer.
Russell-McCloud was the keynote speaker at a program entitled, '"The Affirmation of the
Afro-American Female: Myths
and Realities." The program
was presented on Saturday in
the Lenhart Grand Ballroom in
the University Union to celebrate Black History Month.
The program included conferences and a banquet which featured an introduction by Mary
Edmonds and recognition of outstanding minority students by
Jack Taylor, assistant director
of minority affairs.
In her address, Russell-McCloud discussed what black
women are and what role they
play in American life.
"We are the Rosa Parks. Even
though she was sitting down on
the outside, she was standing up
on the inside," she said in reference to the woman who refused
to give up her seat on a bus in

"Freedom must ring in America. We must
have free trade and freedom from racism.
Freedom must ring from Bowling Green to
Howard Beach, N.Y., Forsyth County, Ga.,
and Pretoria, South Africa."
Patricia Russell-McCloud
dents in 1987, no one can turn
you around. The best orator has
not spoken, the best engineer
has not entered data. The best
are waiting in the wings, lying in
an incubator. Don't let anyone
turn you around," she said.
She implored people to make
themselves aware of what is
going on in the world today.
"We have the obligation to
understand business when billions of dollars cross over our
continent - when Toyota and
Honda build plants on American
soil," she said.
She also told the audience that
people must work so America
may be free.

Montgomery, Ala. in 1955, touching off the civil rights
movement.
"We are the engineers,
nurses, secretaries - dedicated
and determined people," Russell-McCloud said.
SHE DELVED into some of
the problems that the youth of
society face, such as participation in gangs and drug abuse.
She used these examples to
illustrate that black women are
being called upon to do something about such problems.
"We are the ones who must
respond to the task at hand," she
said.
Russell-McCloud offered encouraging words to students,
who composed a majority of the
audience.
"We understand that as stu-

"FREEDOM MUST ring in
America. We must have free
trade, freedom from racism.
Freedom must ring from Bowl-

ing Green to Howard Beach,
N.V., Forsyth County, Ga., and
Pretoria, South Africa. Weepeth
and adore the season, but brightness comes in the morning," she
said.
At the end of her speech, Russell-McCloud was presented an
award from the University
chapter of the Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority, of which she is a
member.
Russell-McCloud is a graduate
of Howard University and Kentucky State University, where
she studied law. She then studied law at Harvard University
and is certified to practice before the U.S. Supreme Court.
Other events celebrating
Black History Month which took
place over the weekend were a
reggae dance and concert by the
band "Riddim Doctor," from
Detroit. The dance, which took
place in the Northeast Commons, attracted all types of people, including a 78-year-old
woman from Billings, Mont.
"The vocals were lovely,"
J.D. Lamey said. "The rhythm
and the whole thing had real
harmony to it."
Lamey's daughter is a graduate student at the University.

Springfest
D Continued from page 1.
"The bands, the people, the beer - it was
just a heck of a good time," Porter said.
Adams pointed out that last year's Springfest crowd was fairly well-behaved.
"I didn't see any fights or very many
rowdy people," he said. I think there'd be a
lot more problems if there wasn't one (a
Springfest) than if there was. I've heard
about parties before Springfest where there
was mass destruction.
"AND JUST about everyone walks there
(to Springfest), so there isn't a problem with

drunk driving," Adams said.
Christi Brooks, sophomore social work
major, was also at Springfest last year and
agreed that the crowd was "pretty calm."

ministration major.
"Springfest was a great time. I got a
chance to meet a lot of new people," he said.
Robb Blackburn, sophomore geography
major, said it was an event that students
could look forward to and invite their friends
from other schools.
"It boosts the morale of students," he
said. "People are just going to have their
own parties if there isn't a Springfest."
"I liked the bands and just getting together with everyone," said Colleen Dugan,
sophomore fashion merchandising major.
There aren't enough events like that at
the University."

"There were problems when they'd
change kegs of beer, but I think that could" be
worked out somehow," she said. "I thought
that it was a well-organized event."
Springfest also keeps students going at the
end of the semester, many students mentioned.
"You need something like that to take out
your frustrations by the end of the year,"
said Mark Petras, sophomore business adBl
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Two charged
in drug probe
Two Bowling Green women
have been indicted by a
county grand jury in connection wttn a dty police Investigation into the illegal use and
abuse of narcotics, Police
Chief Galen Ash said yesterday.
Patricia Hannigan, 311-D
N. Main St., and Kimberlee
Black, 836 S. College Drive,
were indicted for three counts
each of illegal purchase of
exempt narcotics. Ash said
the women allegedly used fictitious names to make repeated purchases of codeinebased cough medicines in the
restricted time period.
Codeine-based drugs,
which are narcotics, may be

purchased only in limited
amounts. Codeine is an ingredient in many prescription
cough medicines.
Hannigan and Black were
arrested and charged with
one count each of deception to
obtain dangerous drugs following a two-week investigation by the police and the
state pharmacy board, Ash
said.
A third indictment has been
issued, but Ash said the name
of the individual would not be
released until the court papers are served, Ash said.
He said the investigation
will continue and more arrests are expected.

Toledoan arrested
in Amoco robbery
Perrysburg Township police
arrested a Toledo man Saturday
afternoon in connection with the
robbery of the Amoco service
station at 11055 Bowling Green
Road earlier that afternoon.
Mark West, 34, of Toledo, was
charged with aggravated robbery.
City police said West walked
into the Amoco station at 3:20
p.m. and asked for a tire-pressure gauge. He went outside
with the gauge and returned
after some customers in the lot
left. He then threatened em-

ployee Starla Burks with a knife
and forced her to surrender an
undetermined amount of cash,
then demanded the key to the
station safe, police said.
When Burks told him she did
not have the key, he threw her to
the ground, kicked her in the
head and then escaped by car,
poUce said.
Burks notified police following
his departure. West was arrested By Perrysburg Township
police fleeing on 1-75 and placed
in the Wood County Jail.

Application For

HOLLIS A. MOORE MEMORIAL
SCHOLARSHIP
Deadline: Monday, March 2, 1987

The Hollis A. Moore Memorial Scholarship was established to recognize students who
contribute to Bowling Green State University through participation and leadership In
University Community activities. The award will be in the amount of $500.
The recipient must be a rising Junior or Senior, maintain a 3.0 G.P.A., demonstrate
active participation in University organizations and be available for a personal interview
with the selection committee.
The application along with any supporting materials must be submitted to the Office
of the Vice President for University Relations, Mileti Alumni Center by 4:30 p.m.,
Monday. March 2. 1987.
The recipient will be notified prior to any public announcement, on or about March 30.
1987.
Applications are avaUable in the Office of the Vice President for University Relations,
Mileti Alumni Center.
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Computers offer 'major' possibilities

Hockey fans
a Continued from page 1.
done to ensure the first seat in
row one of section A.
"Partial insanity and partial seat insurance brings me
out here so early," Tefft said.
"There are other things I'd
rather be doing. But I've sat
in the same seat for four
years.
"I think the athletic department has to change the system they're using for
students," he said. "Obviously, it's not working the
way they're doing it."
Jeff Adams, senior microbiology major, said the lack
of reserved seats for students
is a partial cause of the problem. He said when he first
went to obtain reserved seats
before the season, the ticket
office said the remaining reserved seats were being sold
only to Falcon Club members.
"I think they should play
for the students, not the people with money," Adams
said. "I would have liked reserved seats. I wouldn't have
to go through the pushing and
shoving to get a seat."
For upperclassmen, the experience of getting a seat for
a hockey game is nothing
new. However, for freshman
Mike Drabenstott, a sport
management major, this season was the first time he has
had to scramble for a seat.
"I saw lines like this in
Cleveland for Browns' tickets," Drabenstott said. "I figured 'what else is there to do
today except watch basket-

ball on TV?' and we brought
the TV."
The warm weather also had
a lot to do with the number of
students waiting in line so
early. At last year's MSU-BG
game, it was 10 degrees below
zero and snowing, according
to Jordan.
"The difference between
this and last year at this time
is phenomenal," Jordan said.
The warm weather encouraged Angie Vezdos, junior
finance major, and several of
her friends to get in line
early.
"It's a nice day and I want
to get a good seat," she said.
"It s like waiting in line for
concert tickets. It's worth the
wait."
Once the doors were
opened, the four student sections and the standing area
around the glass were filled in
a few minutes, despite a lot of
pushing and shoving. No injuries were reported from uie
melee.
Total attendance for the
contest was 3,628. Last season's series against the Spartans set an Ice Arena record
of 3,793.
Jordan said it takes just a
few minutes to fill the general
admission sections if the students cooperate.
"All-in-all it lasts about
three minutes," he said. "We
haven't had any problems. It
goes quickly if they don't
push and shove.
"Pretty soon they'll be tailgating for hockey as much as
football."

by Judy Immel
staff reporter

Students who don't want to
trek all over campus in search of
information about different majors can now start looking in a
nearby computer lab.
The Counseling and Career
Development Center has developed a set of three computer
fues for students who want to
know more about different majors at the University.
The BGSU Majors program,
for use on the IBM personal
computer, contains text files of
fact sheets compiled by academic departments of most majors offered by the University.
The listings include ideas of
possible careers for majors in a
particular program, the curriculum and special features of the
major, ana a typical program
course.
Rex Filer, coordinator of career development at the Counseling and Career Development
Center, said the program will
allow students to see now many
majors are offered by the University.
"It's better to start with a
broad knowledge of what's
available and then narrow your
choices," he said. "There are
majors that a student might not
consider unless he or she read
about it."
FILER SAID using the listings
is a way to expand the resources
available at the career resource

BG News/Rob Upton
Kristin Nicholson, senior music education major, looks over a program which contains a listing of the majors
offered in the College of Business Administration.

library, located at 320 Student
Services Building.
"The computer is a convenient tool for something like
this - it's easy to use and the
expense is minimal,'' he said.

undecided major, is one of the
first students to use the program. Anderson is taking CAO
131, career and life planning, a
course which utilizes the career
resource library.

Filer said no special knowledge of the computer is needed
to use the program.
Diana Anderson, freshman

"I liked the program," she
said. "It offered an overall look
at the majors in an organized
way. I could see classes that I'd
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1987 MORTAR BOARD CANDIDATES
Mortar Board Candidate Infromation Request Forms have
been sent to all Juniors in the top 35% of their class (usually a
3.0 or above). If you are a Junior with a dual degree program, a
Junior with Senior hours, or if you are eligible and did not
receive an Infromation Request Form, please contact the
Residence Life Office
425 Student Services Building
For more information, call 372-2151

Undergraduate Student Government

Applications for Student Court
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Student Services Building
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have to take and a summary of
possible jobs in that field."
A set of the disks is now available at each residence hall,
while the library and technology
labs each have two sets. Handouts will be provided at the labs
so students will know the access
word to each section of the program and have a list of the
majors included.
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BGSU picked for merit Blotter
Poll shows colleges chosen for academic reputation
by Laura Hardy
reporter

Many freshmen say they
chose the University over other
schools because of its academic
reputation - the same reason
cited by students nationwide in a
recent study.
According to a recent USA
Today poll of 204,000 college
freshmen nationwide, 59 percent
said their selection was based on
the school's educational merits.
Other reasons cited for attending a specific school included
good job prospects for graduates, social reputation, leads to
top graduate schools and special
education programs.
John Martin, director of admissions at the University, said
there is a variety of reasons why
students choose to come to the
University, but the main reason
is academic reputation.
" 'Quality of intended major'
is the answer we most ire-

quently see," he said. Quality of
education and quality of faculty
are also common responses, he
said.
Martin said he believes the
University would rate highly in
every other category that appeared on the national poll.

im
CLASSES FOR THE
4/25/87 EXAM
BEGIN WED. FEB. II"1
CALL 536-3701
3550 SECOR RD.
TOLEDO

HE SAID employers consistently return to Bowling Green
to interview prospective job applicants because they are impressed with the type of students
who come here.
David Weinandy, director of
orientation, said he also believes
that not only the students, but
the University in general, is
something to be proud of.
He said he believes students
are attracted to the campus
because of the pride and enthusiasm displayed by faculty and
upperclassmen.
"I know of no other campus
where so many students are
eager to be orientation leaders,"
he said.
He stressed that this positive
image is especially important
during pre-registration when incoming freshmen are making
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final commitments to the University.
"Students are trying to reconfirm why they chose the University and we want to do all we can
to make them feel that they
made the right choice," he said.
Amy Miller, freshman computer science major, said she
chose the University for academic reasons.
"I CAME to Bowling Green
because I was impressed with
the academic program. The
school also came recommended
to me by faculty from my high
school," she said.
Robin Applebaum, freshman
undecided major, likes the variety the University offers.
"I chose this school because I
am unsure about what major I
would like to pursue and I was
impressed with the wide variety
of opportunities I could select
from, she said.
Ron Zanath, freshman marketing major, said, "My brother
came to Bowling Green and I
became very familiar with the
campus. I'm very comfortable
here and I really like the environment and the people."
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Q Three men were arrested
Sunday and one other was expected to turn himself in last
night following the vandalism of
two cars early Sunday morning,
police said.
Joel Cousino, 22, of Toledo and
William Doenges, 20, of 1220M*
E. Wooster St., were cited for
vandalism. A third man, Michael Shepard, was placed in
Wood County Jail after he escaped from the interrogation
room at the police station and
was found later at an apartment
at 118V4 Palmer Ave. at 5 a.m.
Shepard and Doenges are
listed as students in the University directory.
Police said a car parked behind Noble Roman's Pizza, 300
E. Wooster St., was found heavily damaged with windows
smashed at 2:33 a.m. Sunday.
The other car was found turned

Campus Police
DFour University students
were involved in a fight on East
Wooster Street, across from
Founders Quadrangle, at 12:17

it was visible inside the box,
police said.
After the fire was put out, the
box was placed in storage at the
police station.
D A University student was
arrested for shoplifting Sunday
afternoon following the theft of a
cassette tape from the State
Discount Store, 902 E. Wooster
St., police said.
Ronald Boehnlein, 18, 205 Phi
Beta Sigma, was charged with
shoplifting. He allegedly stole a
Beatles tape valued at $13.69,
police said.
D A Walbridee woman told
police Sunday that she was the
victim of an apparent confidence same in which she was
allegedly tricked into giving up
the title to her car.
Barbara Schlosser told police
that on Dec. 29, she had signed
the title to her car over to a man
who was to buy the car, but the
man never paid for it. Schlosser
obtained a new title, but the car
is still missing.

a.m Saturday. Bill Bess, director of public safety, said Todd
Allen and James Spencer were
referred to the prosecutor's office to press charges. No arrests
were made.
i2The anchor from the Delta
Gamma sorority house was re-

ported missing Friday around
8:38 a.m. It was valued at $50.
D Posters and papers on three
wooden doors valued at $90 in
Chapman Hall were burned off
at 11:37 a.m. Saturday.

'

D Continued from page 1.
cuts to student aid and education - he is
basically anti-student."
Besides having lectured at over 60 campuses about the tradition and effectiveness
of student activism, Canfora remains active
in the campaign to broaden awareness of
what happened at KSU on that fateful May
afternoon.
As the executive director of the Kent May
4 Foundation, he has sought to ensure that a
similar tragedy never happens again.
"THAT'S WHAT I fear -1 think with this
administration we may see more confrontations," he said.
"I'm trying to reveal the truth about the
Kent State disaster. And that is that the
students were unarmed and that the National Guard, and James Rhodes, are responsible for four deaths." he said.
Canfora said it was Rhodes, then Ohio's
governor, who ordered the Guard to Kent's
campus the weekend before the shooting.
When Rhodes visited the campus that Sunday as part of n campaign stop (he was
running in a close race for the U.S. Senate at
the time), he called the student protesters
"worse than communists." Canfora be-

/
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City Police

on its side at 208 S. Summit St.
Four men were found walking
on Lehman Avenue a few minutes later and one of them fled
on foot when a police officer
approached them. The other
three - Cousino, Doenges and
Shepard - were taken to the police station.
The fourth man was identified
as Jeffrey Clark, 20, of 3142-C
Middlesex Dr., Toledo. Clark,
who is a University of Toledo
cheerleader, had been contacted
by city police and had been at
the police station Sunday night,
but the arresting officer was not
at the station. Clark had said he
would be at the station later,
police said.
O City police and firefighters
responded to a possible arson at
the Greyhound bus station, 500
Lehman Ave., late Saturday.
Police said the fire department requested an officer at the
bus station to help with a fire in
a USA Today newspaper box. A
can with wires wrapped around

dropped.

A TOTAL of $675,000 was eventually
awarded to the families of those killed and
wounded. Canfora received $15,000.
Canfora said the guardsmen used a selfdefense plea, saying they feared for their
lives because the students had begun throwing rocks. But no guardsmen were ever
treated for injuries, and the students who
were shot were at distances of 265 to 382 feet
away, he said.
Immediately after the shooting, he said
there was a moment of silence, "then people
realized what had happened."

"The reality always sets in around May
4," he said. "That's when it hurts the worst.
But then it's something the scar on my wrist
will never let me forget."

\
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"There were screams of horror and pain.
Then the guardsmen turned on their neels
and walked away, not offering to help," he
said. "I was appalled. I couldn t believe that
in a free society, armed guards would fire on
unarmed people."
Two of the students killed were not taking
part in the demonstration. One of the dead,
Jeffrey Miller, was one of Canfora's closest
friends.
Since 1981, Canfora said a student organization called the May 4 Task Force has
advocated the construction of a lasting
memorial to the four slain students. He said
about $750,000 needs to be raised, and that a
benefit concert, possibly to be performed by
KSU alumni, including Joe Walsh and Chrissie Hynde, could raise almost $500,000 sometime this year. The memorial is expected to
be completed within two years.
Canfora has returned to the spot where the
shooting occurred many times and is encouraged by the hope of seeing a lasting
memorial.

lieves it was Rhode's fiery speech that
eventually incited the Guard to take such
drastic action.
"The blood is still on his hands - he incited
the guardsmen to commit violence against
unarmed students," he said.
Eventually, Canfora said a state grand
jury indicted over 20 students to determine
what happened. However, he said public
pressure led to a federal grand jury investigation. Of the 76 guardsmen who were at
KSU, 12 fired on the crowd. Eight were
indicted. None were ever jailed, and the
charges against them were subsequently
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Two rairs,
One Price!
Buy a pair of regular prescription eyeglasses and a pair of
prescription sunglasses all at one low prlcel Choose from our
wide variety of selected plastic frames with glass or scratch coated
plastic lenses, round or flat top 25mm bifocals and tinted lenses.
Oversize, high power, photochromatic and specialty bifocals
and trifocals are priced slightly higher. Please note that eye
examinations arc priced separately and insurance programs cover
only one pair of glasses.
Single Vision

Bifocals

For Both Pairs

For Both Pairs

$7988 S || 988
One day service for most prescriptions with
experienced Opticians at your service.
You must be completely satisfied or we will return your money.
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News Digest

McFarlane hospitalized for overdose
WASHINGTON (AP) - Former national
security adviser Robert McFarlane, who
figured prominently in President Reagan's
clandestine sale of weapons to Iran, was
hospitalized yesterday for a Valium overdose that a broadcast report said was a
suicide attempt.
McFarlane, 49, was admitted to Bethesda
Naval Medical Center about 8 a.m. EST.
Hospital spokesman Lt. Rus Sanford said
McFarlane was in good condition.
Peter Morgan, one of McFarlane's lawSers, said the former White House official
ad taken an overdose of the drug, a tranquilizer that is frequently prescribed to
relieve anxiety disorders and tension result-

ingfrom stress.
CBS News, quoting unnamed, informed
sources, reported that hospital officials believed the overdose resulted from a suicide
attempt. CBS, citing unnamed friends of
McFarlane, also reported that he had been
depressed and emotional recently.
Morgan, reached by telephone after the
report had aired, said he would have no
comment.
"I don't have anything to say," Morgan
said.
Presidential spokesman Marlin Fitzwater
noted that McFarlane is a private citizen
and said, "We don't have any information on

U.S. currency to change

his condition."
SYMPTOMS OF a Valium overdose can
include sleepiness, confusion, diminished
reflexes, depressed blood pressure or coma,
and treatment includes close observation
and administering intravenous fluids,
according to medical reference books.

SIDNEY, Ohio (AP) - U.S.
Treasurer Katherine Ortega
says some changes are coming in the nation's paper
money, but none will be immediately obvious.
Ortega, featured speaker at
an annual Lehman Foundation Banquet here Sunday
night, said the changes in
paper currency will be aimed
at deterring counterfeiters.
A special security thread
will run down one side of the
bill. This is visible only when
the bill is held up to a light

The authoritative Physicians' Desk Reference said that because Valium use can
result in physical or psychological dependence, patients should oe monitored closely
and prolonged use should be avoided. It was
not known when McFarlane began using
Valium, a trade name for the drug diazepam.

these microorganisms to develop," said Carrillo.
The report contradicted denials by Liberace aides that he
had contracted acquired immune deficiency syndrome.

Coroner Raymond Carrillo
said he believed that an opportunistic infection triggered by
AIDS killed liberace, who died
Wednesday at age 67 in his Palm
Springs home.
"I believe the AIDS virus
causes all these.... It allows all

It was first reported Jan. 24 by
the Las Vegas Sun that Liberace
was suffering from AIDS. The
newspaper attributed the information to unidentified sources.
Denise Collier, a spokeswoman for Liberace, said Liberace
had pernicious anemia, heart

j&vofon ycwi IMri&wb- <Bau

disease and emphysema.
On Jan. 26, publicist Seymour
Heller had said liberace s anemia was caused by a two-month
weight-loss diet of nothing but
watermelons, although Liberace's Las Vegas physician later
disputed that.
DR. RONALD DANIELS, a
physician who treated Liberace,
reported the cause of death as
cardiac arrest due to heart failure brought on by subacute encephalopathy. That means the

Au-rrluuter

COLUMBUS (AP)-The
Red Cross is looking for people willing to have bone marrow withdrawn from their hip
bones through long needles.
The procedure requires a
general anesthetic and an
overnight stay in the hospital.
It leaves the patient sore for a
few days ana offers no pay.
Officials of the Central Ohio
chapter of the American Red
Cross say 10 people have volunteered.
The Red Cross, the American Association of Blood
Banks and the Council of

heart stopped due to a gradual
loss of the heart's ability to
pump brought on by some chronic problem in the brain.
Riverside County officials refused to accept the death certificate signed by Daniels when
they discovered the coroner had
not been contacted as required
in the case of possible contagious diseases, and because a
doctor wasn't in attendance
when Liberace died, Carrillo
said.

Vo|entjftc

W? flowers, Planters,
' Arrangements and Balloons
Many in-store specials
Beat the Rush ■ ■ Order Now!
353-1045

428 €. Wooster
*.*

The photographs and colors
of the bills will remain the
same, she added. Color
changes had been considered,
she said, but since the new
photocopiers can reproduce
colors, that change alone
would not be a deterrent.

Marrow donors sought

Coroner says AIDS killed Liberace
INDIO, Calif. (AP) - Liberace
died of a disease caused by
AIDS, the Riverside County coroner said yesterday, reporting
the results of an autopsy on the
entertainer.

and cannot be photocopied.
She said "The United States
of America" will be printed in
tiny microprinting around the
photograph on the paper currency. This printing will be
visible to the naked eye.'

Community Blood Centers
are setting up a National
Bone Marrow Registry. Under a $3.5 million federalgrant, the registry will file
the names of people who say
they would give bone marrow
to a desperately ill stranger.
The bone marrow of people
with certain diseases, such as
leukemia or aplastic anemia,
stops making normal blood
cells. The patient's best hope
for survival may be a bone
marrow transplant, but often
the marrow of relatives is not
a good match.
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Don't wait in slow lines
for fast food.
Domino's Pizza welcomes
you back 10 campus For
over 25 years we've been
delivering hoi tasty pizzas
to hungry students across
America
The best pan (besides
the pizza1) is that you
don't have to wait in line
So why wan7 Call us
with your order and relax

Fast. Free Delivery"
1616 E Wooster
Phone 352-1539
Hours

11 00am-2am Sun -Wed.
11 00am-3am Thurs.-Sat
Our drivers carry less
than $2000
Limited delivery area

Performers Get Noticed
At Hills

Promotion from within is policy at Hills. For performers, that means career opportunities... Opportunities with a growing chain of 140+ discount
department stores spanning 13 mid-Atlantic states.

How To Get In... When You Get Out
ContactifiiurpliKimentoftia'forintcnicus ■
my, and well arrange a meeting with i ine 11! i >ur
Personnel Representatives.

Career Advancement Program
We look for performers and we give you t he tools youll
need to perform well... like one of the most thorough
and successful training programs in the industry. Youll
learn everything from a store's general operations and
merchandising to opportunities in Loss Prevention.
There's more. Like administration, employee relations
and management development.

You can expect responsibility and challenge Quickly
You can expect relocation. And you can expect apromising future with a proven success story Hills.

Domino's Pizza Delivers:

Well Be On Your Campus

(TERRIFIC
■TUESDAY

Only $4.25 lor a 12
inch pepperoni pizza
No coupon necessary
1616 E WOOSTER

I

Or send your resume to the
College Relations DepL
Hills Personnel Office
15 Dan Road, Canton. MA 02021

352-1539
Fast. Free Delivery "
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Warner testifies at his trial
CINCINNATI (AP) - An occasionally teary-eyed Marvin
Warner, testifying for the first
time in his trial on charges
stemming from the 1985 collapse
of his Home State Savings Bank,
said yesterday he wasn't responsible for some questionable
deals with a Florida securities
company.
Warner, 67, the multimillionaire former owner of Home
State and a former U.S. ambassador to Switzerland, made the
statements in his first courtroom testimony about the
March 1985 collapse of Home
State, the Cincinnati-based savings and loan he started in 1956.
The trial of Warner and two codefendants is in its 13th week.
Warner told a packed courtroom that he became angry
when he learned that Home
State, in response to investor
demands, had posted an additional $109 million as collateral for

loans it obtained in securities
transactions with ESM Government Securities Inc., of Fort
Lauderdale, Fla. Warner said he
had been away on vacation in
summer 1983 when Home State
met the "margin call" demands, prompted by a drop in
the market value of securities
involved in the transactions.
"I MIGHT HAVE been able,
or not have been able, to do
something about it. I could have
at least tried," Warner told the
jury, under questioning by defense lawyers.
Warner said he could have
gone back to ESM officials and
unwound the transactions, but
by that time, too much money
had been sent. He said that ESM
president Alan Novick and ESM
chairman and co-founder Ronnie Ewton had presented the
transaction as risk-free.
On trial with Warner in Hamil-

&g!£2&
h Wild life'
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'Oprah' taped in Forsyth Cty.

ton County Common Pleas Court
are former Home State presidents David Schiebel and Burton
Bongard. The three men say
they are innocent and were misled by ESM officials about that
company's failing condition.
The U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission had ESM
closed as insolvent March 4,
1985. That triggered panic withdrawals by depositors of Home
State, ESM's biggest investors.
Home State failed four days
later, losing $144 million through
its ESM investments and touching off a statewide crisis for
other privately insured Ohio
savings and loan institutions.
Warner also said he was able
to sell out his personal ESM
account and that ESM later
made up his losses. He said
Home State could not sell out its
investment, because the loss
would have meant a drop in the
thrift's net worth.

CUMMING, Ga. (AP) - Black talk show host
Oprah Winfrey brought her program to Forsyth
County yesterday to hear out its white residents, some of whom argued they should be able
to keep blacks from moving into their communities.
Outside, civil rights activist Hosea Williams
was among eight people arrested for picketing
over the exclusion of blacks from the show.
Winfrey mentioned the arrests during her
broadcast but said her purpose was to find out
"why this community nas not allowed black
people to live here since 1912."
Asked later if she felt comfortable in Forsyth
County, she said, "Not very comfortable at all.
I'm leaving."
Dozens of people in the audience of 100 said
they supported the rights of black people to live
and work in the county, but some said they
feared violence from white neighbors if they
publicly welcomed blacks.
And one woman said, "We have a right to
have a white community."
Another said she participated in last month's
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t
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yThe Campus Escort Service \
i
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"SHEER PERFECTION"
•

SHOWTIME
8:00
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Williams vowed to fast in jail. He was offered
a chance to leave jail but refused, as did three
other pickets, including Williams' daughter.
"Hosea has decided to stay in jail," said civil
rights activist C.T. Vivian of Atlanta, who also
was arrested. "He has broken no law, he will
pay no fine, he will make the time."

•-*'.

ALL MALE FANTASY REVIEW

DOORS OPEN
7:30

civil rights demonstration that brought the
spotlight to Forsyth County "because I felt it
was important for Forsyth Countians to be there
and to make it clear that we welcome all lawabiding people in our community."
WILLIAMS, AN Atlanta city councilman, had
asked to appear on "The Oprah Winfrey Show,"
but Winfrey and her producers said they wanted
only county residents.
Sheriff Wesley Walraven said Williams and
the others were charged with unlawful assembly as they picketed outside the restaurant
where the show was broadcast. Williams also
was charged with blocking a state highway.
"Rev. Williams was screaming, 'Arrest me,
arrest me,' " Sheriff Wesley walraven said.
"So we did."

COVER
2.00

l

MEN IN AT 9:30 - LADIES FREE

THURSDAY- College I.D. Night

t^JOIN TODAY')
Campus
, Oil-Campus

Escort

Service

Student
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Candy
and flowers are
fleeting, but
fine jewelry is
forever.
Love lasts. So do gold and diamond} and...
When you give a gift of love, don't you want It
to last till next Valentine's Day.. .and always?
Give an enduring symbol of your love:
Choose from • Lockets • Rings • Pins

• Bracelets • Necklaces • Chains
fkona 342-4770
1Z»S. Mild

Wt^JerS

©

Fnn flft wtas with • •rckiMl
* A DRIVE FOR LIFE PARTICIPANT

It's eleven p.m.
Do you know where your paper is?
Let's be real. Compare the equipment she's using toy« >urs. If
you were both trying to tunnel through a mountain, she'd have a
bulldozer and you'd have a shrimp fork
Don't despair. Your problem tsalreach, half solved. Foralim
ited time, you can buy an Apple Macintosh Plus ora Macintosh
512K Enhanced computer with Microsoft Works—for less money.
Which is wonderful.
You get a Macintosh, with its speed, ease of use. and graphics
capability Plus, y< >u get a software program that lets y< >u use all this
Macintosh power in all your subjects.
Microsoft Works is not just one program, it's four integrated
pr< igrams: word pn icessing, data base management, spreadsheet
with charting, and communications.
Meaning you can put charts in your history essays. Spreadsheets in your economics papers. Call Dowjones News Retrieval
at 2:00 A.M. to get the facts for y< air j( iiimalism story due at 8:00 A.M.
St) if you're taking more than one subject this semester, you
should check out Macintosh and Microsoft Works.
But don't wait till the eleventh hour. This offer will end soon.
And your paper might stay out all night.

Macintosh and Microsoft Works

Pricing inf tarnation located in
UCS Microcomputer Labs
See consultant for further information
«
tn/0*/-«nf (■—»■■ i It —wftm*inullH»■»—■«nfm*r**»fiIH-»WMO«
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MSU leaves icers fit to be tied
BG loses CCHA lead to
Spartans with loss, tie
It might be considered a rare
occasion when fans in the Ice
Arena are able to see two college
Snes in the same night. Trie
th of the matter is Saturday's
3-3 tie with the Michigan State
Spartans was anything but a
treat for Bowling Green fans,
players and coaches.
Making the tie tougher to
swallow was the previous evening's 6-3 Spartan win inMunn
Ice Arena in East Lansing,
Mich.
That loss soured the Falcons'
only taste of first place this
season and put the Spartans
back in the driver's seat in the
chase for the Central Collegiate
Hockey Association title. The tie
fastened MSU's seatbelt. With a
one-point lead and four games
remaining in the season, the
Spartans can clinch the title by
winning the remainder of their
games.
Saturday, 3,628 watched BG
dominate play for most of the
first two periods and carried a i1 lead to the lockerroom with 20
minutes of hockey left.
Defenseman Brian McKee lit
up the scoreboard just a minute
into the game when took a leave
pass from freshman right wing
joe Quinn and stuffed it past
Bob Essensa to begin a deafening roar in the Ice Arena. The
two teams finished the first period at 1-0 as the Falcons applied
most of the pressure.
THE SECOND period had beSin the same way before Don
cSween carried the puck toward goal from the top of the left
circle. With BG's Thad Rusiecki
practically in his uniform with
him, McSween poked the puck
between Kruzicfi and the right
post with 12:28 left in the period.
But just 23 seconds later freshman center Nelson Emerson
took an Iain Duncan pass from

behind the net and turned it into
a 2-1 Falcon lead.
BG looked to be good shape
when, with 9:56 to go in the
period, freshman defenseman
Kevin Dahl ripped a wrist shot
past Essensa and into the upper
right corner.
However, MSU goalie Bob Essensa, who 'fell' to 16-0-1, said
the Spartans simply waited out
the crowd and fell back on their
season-long crutch.
"We expected them to come
out really strong for a period or
a period and a half with the
crowd behind them. We thought
if we could weather that storm
then we would nave a good
chance," the senior netminder
said. "We have an awesome
power play. It has saved us all
year when we get in tight situations, and it saved us again."
THE MSU power play, which
entered the weekend hitting on
28.5 percent of all tries, moved
the puck well. The Spartans
were two of seven Saturday and
two of five Friday. Both of their
third-period goals Saturday
were of the power-play variety.
The crowd, which was thunderous early in the game, apparently grew tired and undeniably
grew quieter as the game progressed. The Falcon offense followed suit in the third period.
Falcon mentor Jerry York
cited mental fatigue as an excuse for BG's sluggish third-period play.
'"niere was a tremendous
amount of intensity of both
sides. That's probably college
hockey at its very best. You
know, a stalemate, maybe that's
the way it should be," York said.
"The intensity was still there,
but maybe not the emotion."
Mason was pleased with his
squad's late play.
"We've got a great power play
and we proved it. I thought as

Peler Fellman
BG's Tom Pratt, shown her checking an MSU defenseman, exemplifies what this weekend's showdown was all about — hard knocks and

the game went along we were
getting stronger and I thought
we had better opportunities," ne
said. "I can't say enough about
the kids. To be able to come
from behind on the road is the
key. This place is so loud I need
earplugs.
"WHEN YOU'RE down 3-1
like we were, and Bowling
Green more or less has the game

Women's Basketball

Backstrom brings
Falcons back strong
by Jeff McSherry

his weekend totals to two goals
and four assists.
Despite being as evenly
matched as the teams are, BG
held a decided advantage in
five-on-five situations. The Spartans scored only two of their
nine goals in those situations
over the weekend while BG
netted four.
Friday, a Munn Ice Arena

record crowd of 6,902 watched
BG's Greg Parks poke the rebound of a Scott Paluch shot
past Norm Foster to give BG a 10 lead 2:10 into the contest.
Despite going into the weekend with a 17-0 record in games
in which they scored first, the
Falcons were outscored 6-2 the
rest of the way to lose their 16C See Hockey, page 11.

Findlay fells Falcons
Oilers squelch second half comeback bid
by Ron Fritz
editor

Chalk up another road loss for
Bowling Green's men's basketball team.
True, Findlay College's 86-73
triumph over the Falcons came
in Anderson Arena, but it might
as have well been in Croy Physical Education Center, home of
the 20-2 Oilers.
Bolstered by a strong following, Findlay, a member of the
National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics, dominated
BG's home court.

assistant sports editor

Paulette Backstrom carries a heavy load.
As point guard for the Bowlins Green's women's basketball team, she's responsible
for making sure the Falcon
offense runs smoothly and
efficiently. But as the smallest player on the BG squad,
such a huge responsibility
might crush the 5-3 Backstrom.
Saturday, however, Backstrom proved she was fit for
the task as she carried the
entire Falcon team in the
closing moments for an 85-68
victory over Toledo in Centennial Hall.
BG is now 19-2 overall and
11-0 in the Mid-American Conference. Incidentally, the 19
wins is a new school record.
UT is currently 10-11 and 4-7
In the conference.
With 3:34 left in Saturday's
contest, after a Rockets'
surge cut BG's 17-point lead
to 1940, Backstrom took control. Known more for her defensive and passing abilities,
the sophomore playmaker
made UT take notice her offensive firepower.
IN THE LAST three minutes, Backstrom tallied 10
points by hitting three jumpers just inside the top of the
key, a layup, and two freethrows. She ended up with a
career-high 16 points on six
for seven shooting while also
adding six assists and three
steals.
"It was a very difficult
game for us," Rocket head
coach Tim Selgo said. "We
battled and came back twice
only to have them (BG) stop
the flow and beat us back."
The first Rocket comeback
came early in the contest. At
the 13:44 mark, it was 24-7 BG
after two free throws by
Backstrom. The Falcons'
early lead was due to a UT
defensive strategy that backfired.
Selgo tried to neutralize the
outside shooting of BG senior
forward Stephanie Coe, who
averages 11.5 ppg, by playing

in hand, but they let it sup away.
I think our guys started to move
the puck a little better and the
emotion their guys were playing
with started to tail off."
The two power-play goals Saturday were indicative of the
weekend as a whole. Bill Shibicky's goal was his fifth of the
weekend to go with an assist.
Mitch Messier's tally brought

hard falls. The Falcons, however, took the biggest fall with a 6-3 loss
and a 3-3 tie.

"I thought it looked like an
away game," said BG coach
Jim Larranaga. "The crowd for
Findlay was outstanding. It was
a tremendous motivator for
them.
"The expression on our players' faces after Findlay took the
early lead was the look I've seen
far too often on the road."
Oilers' coach Ron Niekamp
said his team has been backed
by its fans both at borne and on
the road.
"We always have a real good
following," Niekamp said. The
fact BG is so close and that they

have followed us all year made
it feel almost like we were playing at home."
Both squads battled back and
forth in the early going with
Findlay finally taking a 31-29
advantage with 4:23 left in the
first half on a three-point shot by
sophomore guard Aaron Roth.
The Oilers then scored 11 of the
next 16 points to take a 42-34 lead
Into the locker room.
But in the second half, Findlay
came out of the locker room and
scored the first 10 points to make
the score 52-34 with 15:32 left in
the contest. BG guard Frank
Booker's jumper finally broke
the ice for the Falcons with 15:11
remaining.
"Instead of coming out in the
second half and wiping the score
out of our minds, we kept
looking at the scoreboard," Larranaga said. "We were wondering when the score would turn In
our favor instead of playing. The
scoreboard isn't going to win a
game for you"
BG began chipping away at
the Oilers' margin and with
12:21 left. Joe Gregory stole a
pass, made the layup and added
the charity toss to complete a
three-point play an cut the deSWlth 7:30 remaining, Falcon
forward Lamon Pippin
slammed a Gregory miss to
bring the score to 6M6. Findlay,
however, regrouped following a
time-out to score the next six
i and took a 13-point advan-

BG News/Mike McCune
Falcon forward Stephanie Coe gets fouled by Toledo's DeeAnn
Cherry as she drives to the hoop. Coe led all scorers with 21 points
in BQ's 85-68 victory over the rival Rockets in Centennial Hall.

a boi-and-one. This UT
scheme had four players in a
tone, while one defender
played man-to-man on Coe.
"We wanted to put special
emphasis on Coe and
(Jackie) Motycka," Selgo
said. "They are two outstanding players, but the thing is,
all their kids can put thebali
in the basket"
BG CENTER Dawn
Eastman was the major benefactor of UT's defensive fauxpas. She had eight of her 17
points in the first six minutes.
Eastman also had nine rebounds.

So the Rockets quickly
came out of the boi-and-one,
only to try another defensive
strategy. And another. .. and...
"We tried about everything
tonight," UT's second-year
coach said. "We played just
about every defense we had."
But the Rockets eventually
slowed BG's attack, especially on the inside. In turn,
UT opened up the Falcons'
defense with some bruising
inside play. Forwards Michelle Morgan Wear and Dee
Hayes stopped plodding in the
Q See Rackets downed, page U.

BG News/Mike McCune
Falcon forward Steve Martenet launches a jumper over a Findlay
defender in last night's loss in Anderson Arena.

—t again, BG was able to get
the lead down to 71-06 with 2:39
left Findlay then scored the
next six points and stretched the
final margin to 13 on a threepointer by forward Randy Kortokrax at the buzzer.
That put the cap on a 25-point,
12-rebound evening for the Oilers' star forward.
"One of the keys for us was the
play of our veterans," Kortokrax said. "None of us panicked.
We came and played relaxed.
We had no pressure on us."
Kortokrax also gave credit to
the strong Findlay following,
part of 4,310 In attendance.
"1 bet you we had half of the
crowd here tonight," he said.
"We didn't want to come in here
and get wnhsrawed. This is the
biggest win of the year and
a See Last, page 10.
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BG rewrites Centennial Hall history
End of an Era?

Momentum shifts in Falcons' first road win
Reed This
... things have just begun for Falcon
coach Jim Larranaga. His vitality has
sparked this Falcon squad to believe in
itself.

by Tom Reed
iportt reporter

TOLEDO - Many came to
Centennial Hall Saturday night
expecting to watch history run
its familiar course.
Instead, they saw Bowling
Green step in its path and freeze
history in its tracks.
The Falcons ended years of
frustration by beating UT (8379) for the first time In
Centennial Hall since 1978. En
route to breaking the Centennial
Hall jinx, BG finally won a road
game this season.
But wait, there is more.
It was also the first time BG
swept a season series from
Toledo since 1974 - the same
year President Richard Nixon
made his memorable fastbreak
out of office.
And all it took to complete this
sweep was a near perfect
performance by the Falcons.
BG hit almost 65 percent of its
attempts from the field in the
contest. The Falcons shot a
remarkable 74 percent in the
second half.
Anthony Robinson, who tallied
23 points, connected on 10-of-15
shots, while Lamon Pippin was
9-of-13.
DESPITE THE final score,
the Falcons dominated the
Rockets through most of the
contest. They led by as many as
14 points in the first half and 17

after intermission.
This win, coupled with BG's
earlier triumph over UT, is a
sign that momentum has shifted
toward the Falcons in this fabled
rivalry.
"I know Toledo has sort of
dominated BG here (Centennial
Hall)" said Pippin, who tallied
18 points.' 'But maybe this is the
beginning of a new era."
Toledo coach Bobby Nichols
has seemingly been around
since the Cro-Magnon Era.
The wiley mentor has become
the winningest coach in MidAmerican Conference history
during his 21-year tenure. In
that span, Nichols won five MAC
titles.
But time looks to have eroded
his enthusiam.
It's been rumored that he is
having trouble with several of
his players. Nichols' doesn't just
have a doghouse, he's running a
city pound.
Saturday, star forward Blake
Bumham played less than 26
minutes, while notorious
"Falcon killer" Mark German
didn't see 20 minutes of action.
"Hey Bumham, put yourself
in the game, it's obvious Bobby
ain't," yelled a disgruntled
Rocket fan.
"Hey coach, put in the
offense," screamed another.
THOSE WHO have avoided

BGSU Theatre
Presents...

Nichols' wrath have not played
that well either. The Rockets
sport a 10-13 record and many
think this will be Nichols' final
season.
On the other hand, things have
lust begun for Falcon coach Jim
Larranaga. His vitality has
sparked this Falcon squad to
believe in itself.
BG is 10-11 overall and a
surprising 6-5 in the MidAmerican Conference. And,
unless the Falcons completely
fold down the stretch, they will
make the MAC tournament for
the first time in two years.
Like many new coaches,
Larranaga is brimming with
energy. Saturday, he paced the
sidelines, always shouting
encouraging words to his
players.
Meanwhile. Nichols could've
been dusted tor cobwebs. He
seldom moved from his seat
except for timeouts.
On the court, the Rockets
appear to lack leadership and
character. They have dropped
nine of their last 10 games and
don't play with much
motivation.
While BG is preparing for
post-season, UT looks ready for
golf season.
The Rockets are playing a
lotlike last year's Falcon
squad.which lost its final eight

/$ 83-79
Bowling Green lost eight straight games (by an average of 6.75
points) In Centennial Hall before Saturday's victory. With their
second victory this year over Toledo, the Falcons completed
their first season sweep of their arch-rival In 16 years.

THE CENTENNIAL JINX:

(season: score)

78-79:
79-80:
80-81:
81-82:
82-83:
83-84:
84-85:
85-86:

72-61
71-69 (OT)
61-56
83-81 (OT)
86-79
94-88
74-65
74-62

Loss
D Continued from page 9.
biggest of my career.
Roth added 18 points for the
Oilers, but Larranaga said the 510 guard's biggest contribution
was the way he controlled the
game.
"Aaron Roth played a great
game," the first-year BG coach
said. '"They might as well credit
him for every Findlay basket.
He controlled the tempo and ran
the show."
Center Matt Mains and
guard Royce Lasion each had 11
points for the Oilers and Brian
Stadler had 10. Findlay made 30of-59 field goals for 51 percent.

BG, which made 24-of-60
from the field for 40 percent,
was led by Gregory's 24 points.
Anthony Robinson added 14,
while Booker and Steve Martenet each chipped in with 11.
Pippin scored 10 for the Falcons,
now 10-12 overall.
Niekamp said everyone on
his team dreamt of playing Division I basketball, but no one
came calling.
"It was a chance for our
guys to prove they could play
with the big guys," he said.
"Without a doubt, they were
looking
forward to this game all
year.'T

_CHARLESTOWN
APARTMENTS
•*=-_

MID AM MANOR

IVERYMAN
FEBRUARY 11-14 AT 8 P.M.
JOE E. BROWN THEATRE

games. That BG team didn't
seem tohave the will to win.
THIS CERTAINLY isn't a
problem for the 196647 team.
The Falcons are playing team
basketball. They no longer
depend on one or two players to
carry them.
Larranaga figured he would
get steady performances from
standouts like Robinson (14.2
ppg) and Frank Booker (14.5
ppg)But Avon Davey and Pippin
(11.0 ppg)? Few could have
forcasted their emergence.
"Lamon Pippin is the most
improved player in the
universe, Central Michigan
coach Charlie Coles said.
Actually, the entire team is
improving. Though they
compiled a lengthy losing streak
on the road, the Falcons inched
closer to a victory each time
they played.
"It has obviously been an
obstacle," Larranaga said. "But
it's a hurdle we've been chipping
away at."
Earlier in the year, BG's
shooting percentage was horrid
outside of Anderson Arena.
The Falcons couldn't find the
basket with a metal detector.
But now their shooting
percentage is on the mend. BG's
64-percent effort Saturday will
be a real confidence builder as
the Falcons head toward the
MAC tourney.
Yes. the pendulum is swinging
in BG's favor.
The Falcons are on the rise,
while Toledo is declining. UT
and BG are the proverbial ships
passing in the night.
The Falcons are definitely
making progress and nothing is
supposed to stand in its way.
Not even history.

Choose from choice apartments within
walking distance to campus—Summer
1987 and 1987-88 school year.
1 or 2 bedroom, furnished or
unfurnished, gas heat & water included,
air conditioning

Toe*sS<50^c3esefteaieois"'oe'CceoDer*7Dm 'V* °> oencr^rce

Resident Manager,
641 Third St., Apt. 4, B.G.
352-4380

Write It Right!
sign Your Lease at:
Your Off Campus
Housing Specialists

R E Management
Visit: 505 Clough B15
Call: 352-9302
615 2-St.
825 3- St.
701 4* St.
Rockledge Manor
Many More Locations!

^

If you're into chocolate, get into this.

„J
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UNIVERSITY VILLAGE & UNIVERSITY COURTS
APARTMENTS
Corner of Clough & Mercer (Behind Wendy's)
THE MOST CONVENIENT LOCATION IN TOWNI CLOSE TO THE REC CENTER MOVIE
THEATERS. INTRAMURAL FIELDS. FRATERNITY ROW. BANK, FAST FOODS. AND ICE ARENA
'Oat hear, hot water and cooking
Included. Tenant payt electric only
timaii monthly electric Dill)
•Spacious 2 bdrm opts tumlthed
'Fortdependable. 24ht maintenance

Rental Office located In Amhetst Village
1520 Clough Phone 352-0164
(Behind Wendy's)
■<5i939HEjgjHBjsMMMOTanMOTVIQFJ

Sample Double Dutch Chocolate at
your campus bookstore and get a free T-shirt*
II Mm loveihiKiil.iii- MIU n- iVilll) doing In hmr Mm Double Dutch
< liiiifil.itc I mm (iciKT.il IIHIUS lntcrn.uionj| ('ollccv And now. if you attend
.i sampling ul Double Dutch < hocoliilv .u your campus bookstore, you can get
.1 Ircc Double 'Dutch I —Inn So slop h\ and ta-te Double Dutch Chocolate
lor Miursell \nd lind out w In tin- special blend ol coffee and rich
chocolaii Is becoming a delicious chocolate obsession
*\X bile supplies last.

Q
Mr

General Foods International Coffees.
Share the feeling.

Come to: University Bookstore

Student Services Building
Mon-Fri 8-5
Sat 9-5

APPLICATIONS FOR
FRAZIER REAMS FELLOWSHIP
Deadline:

Monday March 2. 1987

The Frailer Reams Public Affairs Undergraduate Fellowship Program was established in 1973 in
recognition of Frazier Reams, Sr . and his distinguished service In the broadcasting industry and
as a member of Congress and as a trustee of Bowling Green State University.
Five Fellowships may be granted annually to rising seniors who Intend to pursue careers In public
affairs (speech communication, broadcasting, journalism, political or governmental service,
public health, community service, law or some other public affairs field). A rising senior Is a
student with a minimum O.P.A. of 3.2 who will attend BGSU for two semesters of his/her senior
year, and will graduate no sooner than May 1988. Eoch fellow will receive $1500. Fellows will be
selected by a committee composed of BGSU faculty and the vice president for University
Relations. The selection of fellows will be based on on Initial screening process and further
review which may Include personal Interviews.
The application form and all support materials, including letters of recommendation, must be
submitted to the Office of the Vice President for University Relations. Mlletl Alumni Center by
4:30 p.m., Monday, March 2.1987. Recipients will be notified prior to any public announcement on
or about March 20, 1987.
Applications are available In the Office of the Vice President for University Relations, Mlletl
Alumni Center: School of Mass Communication, 302 West Hall: and the Department of
Political Science, Founders Hall, 5th Floor, L519.
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Injury-riddled BG tumblers
flattened by Michigan St.
When things go bad-they can start to
snowball.
Just ask Bowling Green gymnastics coach
Charles Simpson.
It wasn't enough for his team to be going
into East Lansing, Mich, to face the 16th
ranked Michigan State Spartans. It wasn't
enough to be down four starters already three to injury and one absent to a death in
her family.

be scratched, while Gretchcn Van Haitsma
caught a malady that effected her sight. Van
Haitsma competed in two events.
BG freshman Lisa Hillman said the injuries caused a lack of team spirit.
"This wasn't one of our better meets," she
said. "A big part of it was that there was a
lot of people (out). The team spirit wasn't
there. It's hard to feel strong and up beat
about things when the attitude isn't tnere."
Even with all of BG's injuries, Simpson
was impressed with MSU.
"They looked good and they didn't even
put their big guns in against us," he said.
They lost by a tenth of a point last night
(Saturday) at Ohio State. If you get that
close to Ohio State at Ohio State, you have a
strong team."
BG SENIOR Ellen DiCola agreed that
MSU had a strong squad.
"They were very good, especially strong
on the bars," she said. "Even if we were
healthy I don't think we could have beat
them."
MSU, 8-1 overall, swept the top three spots
in the all-around competition.
MSU's Kim Hartwick scored a 36.55 to
take top honors. Teammate Peggy McMaster finished second with a 36.35, while fellow
Spartan Linda Schinauder was third with a
KM.
Hillman finished fourth with a 34.5, while
junior Kim Trost earned a fifth place spot
with a 34.25. DiCola finished sixth with a
33.4.
Hillman scored a personal high on the
vault with an 8.9 to finish fifth, while scoring
an 6.45 on the bars to place sixth.
Simpson was impressed with Hillman's
vault.

All of this wasn't enough.
Then came two sprained ankles last
Thursday in practice. Then two more starters became sick on Friday, holding one out
of the meet.
When all of this was added up, the score
read MSU 181.2 - BG 143.95.
To say the least, Simpson was not pleased
with the outcome of the meet, which
dropped BG's overall record to 3-2.
"We didn't perform that well," he said
"We made a lot of mistakes and the team
really got down when they saw we weren't
going to be able to field a full team."
The Falcons had only four tumblers on the
uneven bars and a meager three on the floor
exercise.
BG HAD originally planned to only be
without captain Julia Wicks (ankle), Kris
Byerly (shoulder) and Maria DeChiara
(shoulder).
However, the new injury list included
Vicki Farrar, who sprained her ankle, but
competed in every event except the floor
and also Suzanne Bell, who had iust recovered from a concussion, sprained her ankle
in practice and was only able to compete in
two events.
Lisa Shulman became ill and also had to

"That's the best vault she's ever thrown,"
he said. "She did a good job."
Trost recorded a 9.0 on the vault to tied
third place, a 9.35 on the beam to finish
second and 9.0 to tie for fourth on the floor.
She also scored a 6.9 on the bars.
THE THREE 9's were posted for the
second week in a row, but Trost said the
poor performance on the bars again hurt her
score.
"I did all right except for the bars," she
said. "I fell twice ana had a lot of errors
throughout my routine. I need to concentrate on the bars more (in practice) and get
my routine down."
DiCola performed in the all-around competition for the first time this year and said
she was happy with her showing.
"I thought I did all right considering the
situation, she said. "It wasn't my best on
any event, but it wasn't my worst, either."
Farrar scored an 8.8 on the vault to finish
sixth.
The Falcons will have two weeks before
their next meet and Simpson hopes to get his
team healthy.
"We ve got a lot of work to do to get the
injuries recovered." he said. "Well rest
Suzanne's and Vicki's ankles, and lay off
their legs. We'll get Kris's and Maria's
shoulder healthy and get them back into the
line-up."
Trost agrees that the team needs the time
to get well.
'The team needs a better outlook and
attitude," she said. "That will come when
everyone gets back. We've got people missing in every event and there's no possible
way to win (with that situation)."

Rockets downed
LL Continued from page 9.
paint and started plowing through whatever was in their way.
"It was a little physical in there," BG head coach Fran Voll said.
"Their inside play was very strong and they stuffed us inside.
"It was tough to throw the ball inside on them."
The play of Morgan Wear and Hayes, who had 12 of her 18 points in
the first twenty minutes, enabled the Rockets to pull within three
(28-25) with 5:49 remaining in the first half.
"WE CAME out playing real well at a level you can't expect to
continue at... things just started to equal out," Voll said.
But the Falcons have two "un-equalizers" in Motycka or Coe who
will hit the crucial baskets when BG needs them. Against UT, it was
Motycka.
The sophomore forward connected on five of the Falcons' next six
shots, including a free-throw to make it 43-31 at the half.
"When they needed baskets, Coe and Motycka got them," Selgo
said.
Motycka, however, was shut down in the second half. She had 11 of
her 13 points in the first half.
Despite the loss, Selgo was not disappointed with his team's effort.
His squad was the same one that got blown out by BG 85-54 in
Anderson Arena in early January.
"You have to give a lot of credit to Toledo." Voll said. "They are a
vastly improved team from when we saw them in Bowling Green.
"Its a tribute to their team."
But Selgo also had a few praises for UT's long-time rival.
"They are a very talented and well-coached team," he said. "BG
certainly deserves to be in the national 'top twenty'."
FAJXON NOTES: The Falcons will be home in Anderson Arena
tomorrow night at 7:30 against Xavier. . . Fran Voll is one win away
from 50 career victories with a 49-25 record... The Falcons have
won a school record 13 straight games.

Hockey
Continued from page 9.
game winning streak and
goalie Gary Kruzich's 24game unbeaten streak.
Shibickv's four goals,
coupled with his goal on Saturday, give him !C in four
games against BG tnis year.
He has a total of 32 for the
season.
FALCON NOTES: With
this weekend's win and tic.
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Appeal to her
senses.
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the Spartans lead BG in
points, 45-44. MSU need only
equal the Falcons' results in
the next two weeks to win the
regular season crown
The Spartans host Lake
Superior and are on the road
at Ohio State while BG must
travel to Western Michigan
and have a home-and-home
series with Michigan.

MARK'S

Large 1 Item Pizza
ONLY $4.00
In-House Only with Beverage Purchase
Coll 352-3551 for Bowling Green's Quality Pizza

Sencllht'iTD
Bouquet.
Cdllorvtsil ii

NEWLOVE
RENTALS
ONLY 2 UNITS LEFT !
520 E. REED

CA^OL&

66SU.

amcL

UMIOU

close to campus
large 2 bedrooms, furn.
new living room drapes
FREE water and sewer
washer & dryer on premises
STOP BY OUR OFFICE TODAY
328 S.Main
352-5620

Klotz Flower Farm
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End of S. College and Napoleon Rd.
Phone: 353-8381
Hours: 8:00 ■ 5:30 Mon.-Fri.
8:00-4:00 Sat.
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Our three-year and
two-year scholarships won't
make college easier.
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Michelle Andrews
Colleen Boldt
Josie Calanni
Lyric Centa
Heather Chase
Kelley Danneman
Debbie Dargo
Linda Elegante
Beth Estridge
Kim Farnstram
Lisa Hughes
Elizabeth Jaeger
Jennifer Kuhn

Just easier to pay for.
Christy Luneke
Gena Martin
Elizabeth Morris
Stacie Palek
Beth Prevish
Andrea Sberna
Krista Spanninger
Joanna Sweebe
Lori Tunstall
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Welcome to the

Heather Chase
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Even ifvou didn't start college on a scholarship, you
could finish on one. Army ROTC Scholarships
pay for full tuition and allowances for educational
fees and textbooks. Along with up to 51,000
a vear. Get all the facts. BE ALL. YOU CAN BE.

Now accepting scholarship applications.
All majors may apply.
For all of the details, call 2-2476
or stop by Room 151, Memorial Hall
and ask for Captain Dave Wolf,
Scholarship Coordinator.

ARMY RESERVE OFFICERS TRAINING CORPS
GAMMA PHI
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Transactions
BASEBALL
American League
NEW YORK YANKEES Signed Brad Arnsburg, pitcher,
and Mitch Lyden, catcher, to
one year contracts.
National League
MONTREAL EXPOSSigned Wilfredo Tejada,
catcher, Jeff Reynolds, third
baseman, and Alonzo Powell
and Bob Simonson, outfielders,
to one-year contracts. Invited
Ubaldo Heredia, pitcher, to
spring training.

NEW YORK METS-Signed
Clint Hurdle, catcher-infielder,
to a minor-league contract.
PITTSBURGH PIRATESSigned John Smiley, pitcher, to
a one-year contract and Onix
Concepcion, shortstop, to a minor-league contract.
HOCKEY
National Hockey League
BUFFALO SABRES-Sent
Mikael Andersson, forward, to
Rochester of the American
Hockey League.

PARSONS
SCHOOL OF DESIGN
Special Summer Programs
FRANCE
WEST AFRICA

Falcon tankers split with OCI
Thejourney south to Athens to
face Ohio University was both
feast and famine tor the BG
swim teams. The BG women's
team feasted, while the BG
men's team was famished.
The BG women defeated OU
by the score of 119-91. The
women now have an overall
record of 6-4 and are 3-1 in the
Mid American Conference.
BG head swim coach Rich
Draper cited that the women's
performance as mediocre.
"The women swam as about
what we expected," Draper
said. "They were a little slower,
but they are setting their sights
on the conference meet."
The women tankers had many
individual standouts. Shari Wil-

JAPAN

FOR OU, Gwynn Gordon won
both the 200-yard fly and the
1000-yard freestyle events. She
did this with the times 2:13.33

NEW YORK

straight-line graph." Tom
Brown, one of the Goodyear tire
engineers working at the track,
said. "The pole speed has gone
up steadily every year except
last year, when the weather was
unseasonably warm and the
cars ran a smaller carburetor.
"If you completely ignore the
fact that NASCAR engine builders have found more horsepower
over the winter, that every
front-running car has been in the
wind tunnel once or twice in the
last month, that the cars are 200
pounds lighter this year (5,500
pounds) - if you ignore all that

f

International programs are offered for students,
teachers and working professionals. Courses
include: archaeology; architectural history; art
history;.clay and textile design; decorative arts;
drawing; fashion; graphic design; painting and
photography. Undergraduate and graduate credits
are available to qualified participants. For more
information, please mail the coupon below or
call the Parsons Office of Special Programs:
(212) 741-8975.
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"Still and all, we should be
ready (on Monday)," said Elliott, who showed his expected
power by winning the Busch
Clash on Sunday. "The pole
speed probably won't be as fast
as some people expect, but it's
definitely going to be fast."
The surprise of the testing
sessions on Daytona International Speedway's 25-mile trioval last month and heading into
the time trials has been Davey
Allison, 25-year-old son of longtime NASCAR star Bobby Allison.
"I was really looking forward
to qualifying on Saturday," said
Allison, who has practiced at
over 208 mph in another of the
strong Thunderbirds. "It (the
rain delay) has given me two
more days to get pumped up."

Carouiet

OR

product! iviiUUt

and simply look at our graph you would predict a pole position
speed for the 1987 Daytona 500
several miles per hour faster
than the 1986 speed."
They came up with the figure
Just under 210, which goes alone
with predictions by such insiders as three-time Winston Cup
champions Darrell Waltrip and
Cale Yarborough.
Bill Elliott, the favorite to win
the pole for the third straight
year in his sleek Ford Thunderbird, set the track record of
205.114 mph in 1985 and had the
fast lap of 205.039 last February.
The opening qualifying session was postponed from Saturday until today because of
intermittent rain which also
shortened practice sessions on
both Friday and Saturday.

After your first 100 copies from one
original, the rest are Half-Price!

$6 00

(foeauti

OREDKEN

Address.

On Saturday, both the men's
and women's teams travel to
Muncie, Ind., to face Ball State.
The meet against the Cardinals
is the final meet for both squads
before the MAC championships.

30%
OFF
PERMS

FOR JUST

Please send me a brochure on Parsons Special Summer
Programs.
.

The Bobcats Henry Clark won
the 200-yard fly in 1:55.39 and
was also a member of the winning 400-yard medley relay.
Steve Nurre won the 200-yard
breastroke in 2:13.72 and was
also a member of the winning
relay. Tim O'Brien captured
both the one and three-meter

boards in the diving competiton
for the Bobcats.
The BG men also had some
individual performances worth
noting. Bob Walker captured the
50-yard freestyle event in 21.71.
Walker also finished second in
the 200-yard fly and backstroke
events. Dane Burton won the
200-yard freestyle event in
1:45.46.
Friday, the Falcons men's
team hosts Big-Ten powerhouse
Ohio State University for their
final swim meet at Cooper pool.

COPIES
HALF OFF

RECEIVE

A HAIRCUT

ftirsons School of Design. Office of Special Programs
66 Fifth Avenue. New York. NY. 10011

Name

and 10:25.57, respectively. Cathy Silvia captured the 200-yard
freestyle event in 1:54.17.
The Bobcats crushed the BG
men's swim team by the score of
129-82. The Falcons' record
dropped to 2-3 in the MAC and 55 overall.
"The (BG) men didn't swim
as well as they did against Miami," Draper said. 'They just
weren't in the meet."

Daytona officials see high speeds
DAYTONA BEACH, Fla.
(AP) - There's a big guessing
Same going on about how fast
le winner of the pole position
for Sunday's Daytona 500 will go
today in the rain-delayed first
round of qualifying.
But engineers from Goodyear,
the exclusive supplier of tires
for the NASCAR stock car series, already know what the new
Daytona International Speedway qualifying record will be.
The figure they came up with
is 209.7 mph.
"We plotted the Daytona 500
pole position speeds for the last
seven years on a simple,

ITALY
GREAT BRITAIN

liams won the 50-yard freestyle
with a time of 24.59. Sheila Westendorf was also a victor for BG.
She captured the 200-yard backstroke in 2:16.09. Andrea Szekely won the 500-yard freestyle
event in 5:08.04. Lisa Lasarenko
also was a winner for BG. She
won the 400-yard intermediate
for her first victory of the season. The winning time was
4:48.84.
In the diving competiton,
Mary Pfeiffer captured both the
one-meter and three-meter
boards for the BG women tankers.

FULL-SERVICI

^alon
140 E. Wooster
352-0800

kinkes

Great copies. Great people.

offer expires 2/24/87

113 Railroad St.
(Behind Dorsey's)

354-3977

The Sisters of ALPHA GAMMA DELTA

are proud to announce their
1987 EXECUTIVE OFFICERS
President
V.P. Fraternity Ed.
V.P. Scholarship
Corresponding Secretary
Treasurer
Rush
Activities
Publicity
Panhellenic Council
Social
Ritual
Recording Secretary
Altruism
Membership
Standards
House

Karen Catanzarite
Lori Smith
Carrie Roads
Jennifer Young
Bridget Toomey
Stephanie Utiss
Shelly Benson
Lee Gura
Lori Ozog
Missy Fields
Lisa Draeger
Jackie Waller
Kim Syfer
Liz Soleviko
Cheryl McLoughlin
Nikki Ishaam

j^fongratulations^,^
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Dr. J shines in All-Star finale
MVP Chambers, Dunk-star Jordan and bombardier Bird honored
SEATTLE (AP) - Larry Bird
wanted a storybook ending for
Julius Erving's last NBA AllStar Game.
Little else went wrong for Dr.
J on a weekend when the rest of
the NBA showered him with
Eraise and thanks for his contriution to professional basketball.
"There at the end. I wanted to
see him get that last shot," Bird
said. "It was set up for him to be
the hero and we Just didn't get
the ball to him."
e prototype of the slam-dunking, spectacularly mobile superstars of the NBA, is retiring at
the end of the season.
"From my experience in the
NBA, I've learned that you set
yourself up to be disappointed if
you expect too much. Erving
said of his reception during the
all-star weekend. "It wasn't that
hard for them to exceed my
expectations and they did that about a hundred-fold."
After a standing ovation from
the crowd of 34,275 at the Kingdome, Erving showed a lot of the

"There at the end, 1 wanted
to see him (Julius Erving) get
that last shot. It was set up
for him to be the hero and we
just didn't get the ball to
him."
— Larry Bird

The game also had th second
highest attendance, falling short
of the huge crowd in the Hoosler
Dome two years ago.

tirement.
"I decided to leave because I
don't want to play anymore, not
because I can't play anymore.
There are other things that I
want to do."
D
D
O
D
More from the NBA All-Star
game

The 6-foot-6 guard from the
University of North Carolina
finished his three-dunk series
with a perfect 50 from the fivejudge panel when he came in
from the side and windmilled
the ball into the net. He had two
other scores of 48 in the finals.
D
D
D
D
SEATTLE (AP) - Larry Bird
almost didn't make it past the
first round but, as usual, the
Boston Celtics all-star forward
made the crucial shots Saturday
to win his second consecutive
NBA long-distance shootout.
Bird edged Detlef Schrempf of
the Dallas Mavericks in the finals, 16 points to 14, sinking his
first eight shots.

old moves and a sharp outside
shooting eye in Sunday's game.
He hit nine of 13 shots and scored
22 points in a losing cause as the
East dropped a 154-149 overtime
decision to the West in the highest-scoring all-star game ever.
"If the East had won the
game, I thought he was going to
be the MVP^the West's Magic
Johnson said. "Doc played extremely well."
At age 36, Erving relished one
last chance to show his ability
against the best.
"It was an excellent opportunity for me to show a Tot of
people that I can play," he said.
"Inability to play is not the
reason for announcing my re-

SEATTLE (AP) - Tom Chambers, who was a replacement for
injured Ralph Sampson, won
Most Valuable Player honors
with 34 points and Rolando
Blackman hit two pressure free
throws at the end of regulation
as the West beat the East 154-149
Sunday in the highest scoring
all-star game in NBA history.

□

D
D
C
Michael Jordan of the Chicago
Bulls soared to his first NBA
Slam-Dunk championship Saturday, beating Portland's Jerome
Kersey 146-140.

Julius Erving (6)

Courtesy'Philadelphia 76ers

Classifieds
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS

Found l pair of preecrtptlon glasses m a Bghl
tojo case B 204 Moeeley

I Ml

FOUND Radio Shock calculetor Found outside
it Ufa Sciences BWg Feb 4. 9:30 am
372-7291

Th. Hospitality Management Society has
peetponed the February 10th mealing Tha
meeting haa been changed to the following
Tueaday-February 17th.
••-CAREER NKJHT"Anyone interested in Hearth Cere career oppor
runAea 1a welcome lo attend
WHEN? Wednesday. Fab 11. 1987
WHERE? Ohio Slate. Student Union
TIME' 7 • 10 cm
Featuring guest speakers from marketing,
finance, nursing, physical therapy, etc
Soon
sored by BGSU Health Care Ctub
• • -IPCO CLUB MEETING" • •
Wed .Feb 11 at 9 OOpm m BA lie
Open nomnahone and elections
wi be held All IPCO majors welcome1
'ATTENTION ED. MAJORS'
OSEA, EESAB, SCEC SPONSOHINO DR
BILIIE SLAUGHTER EO. TESTING SERVICE.
NEW JERSEY. TUES.. FEB. 10TH, 7 PM -121
WEST HALL 'NTE*
AMA FORMAL MEETING
Tueodey. Fob. 10
118 Education. 7 30pm
Speaker Dave Scott from Ford Motor Co
AMA MEMBERSHIP DRIVE
Fob. 2-6 In Math Science ( Fab 9 13 m BA.
9 30 a m -4 30 p m
INCREASE YOUR AWARENESS OF OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE TO YOU THROUGH
THE AMERICAN MARKETING ASSOCIATION
Applications lor Fal 1987 student teaching wit
close Fab 13 Apply B 318 Education
Busang
ATTENTION ELEMENTARY ED MAJORS AND
ELEMENTARY EO -SPECIAL ED DUAL AND
TRIPLE MAJORS!' Final day to apply for Fal.
1987 MEP Thursday. February 12 AppecaSon forme are available In Room 529 Ed BUg
DON'T FOROETI'
ATTN STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS, HALLS,
AND QREEXSII
Be a pan of Chanties Week (Feb. 2MI) and
hold your fundraisers or service protects during
the week To bo included in Charities Week
pubiclty, cat Beverly at Student Activities [405
Student Services) 372 2843
BE A OIVER-YOU CAN MAKE THE DIFFERENCE!
BG Newa meeting for vokjnteera-wrlters and
photographers-every Sunday. 8 p.m.. 210
Weal Hall
For further Information call
372-2803
CHRISTIANS IN COMMUNICATION
Mooting Thursday. Fab. 12 at 8 p m Anyone
interested m sharing their faith through comrnunicebon la welcome We meet In the commons. 2nd floor of Weet Hal Can 3528273
lor more Information.
DRAMATIC READING
oy Caeey Madden
Tonight. 8 pm. Mac North Mam Lobby
FINANCIAL aWalT. ASSOC. MEETING
Speaker Deborah Svoboda. Securities Trader
lor IwcOoneM Co
Tuee., Fob 10 7 30 110BA
Interested In Selling?
JOB the Safcng Club
Call Kim at 372-4369 or Oava
353-2902 'No experience needed'
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS DIRECTORY
Spring Semaater Edition
NOW AVAILABLE B 405 Student Services
WORKSHOP SERIES
LOCATION: RM. 213 MOSELEY HALL-STUDY SKILLS CENTER
REGISTRATION IS LIMITED- CALL 372-8840
TIME 3 30-4 30 WEDNESDAYS
4 00-5 00 THURSDAYS
I Please cal If interested
but unable lo attend either lime |
FEB. 11.12 Teat Preparation - Textbook
naarjng. Janta Waea. Time Savor 11 Tips tor
Efficient Textbook Reading"
You cannot NOT communicate, so come lo the
next ">CO CLUB MEETeVXJ ON WED . FEB
11. aT 9:00 PM IN BA 116 and voice your
ideal

LOSTtFOUND
S20 REWARD FOR RETURN OF KEYS
MISTAKENLY TAKEN FROM BEE GEE
BOOKSTORE BETWEEN 9 00-9 IB AM ON
THURS . 2-6-87 CALL 362-2262 OR SEE
BOBBE AT THE STORE

FOUND
WOMANS CLASS RING--KLV
ENGRAVED ON INSIDE-GREENON MS
FOUND OUTSIDE ANDERSON HALL-CALL
372-1269
LOST EYEGLASSES
Blue Peart vision Case
if found, cal Diane 352-4436
Loot: Seiko ledfee' ouarti gold watch.
Reward. Pleese contect me si 372-1712
PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE
If anyone found a brtght orange photograph
holder late las! Friday (1-231 night on E
Wooeter. pleese cal Ji at 372-1920 Kentucky driver's license and special memories ev
side You can remain anonymous MORE THAN
AMPLE REWARD

ALPHAGAMS.
Hope that the Karoos weren't the only hlgheght
of the nkjhtl We had a Mast jammin' with the
game'
ThePIKAPPS
ALPHA SIGMA PHI
THE FRATERNITY TO BETTER THE MAN

SERVICES OFFERED

Pregnant? Concemo?
Free pregnancy teat.
objective information
By appointment or wafc-lr
Can NOW 354 HOPE

Pregnent? Concerns? Free pregnancy teet. obrective information By appointment or wah-B
Cal NOW 354-HOPE
WOMEN'S CUNIC
2700 Monroe St., Toledo. Offering
gynecological services a pregnancy termination
by acenaed physician BcajdBg. prenatal.
, pregnancy testing. Pap test (for carr), VO screening, birth control Info .
Tuba) Ljgatton. termination of pregnancy up
•trough 10 weeke (special rates lo students I
By appoBtment 1-241-2471

PERSONALS

DID

THOSE

Keren Slmbertl
We hope you have a groat 21 at OeThday. and an
even better time at the Kappa Sig date party'
Love. Diane. Michole. and Ids

Attention BGSU Deb Fisher le officially
engegedll Congratulattona Deb. Love the
Alpha Chat

KDa
Thanks for your support during activation We
al had a MastThe PI KAPPS

Bob Concglia. Lloyd Palmer and my friends
Thank you for your support those laal tew days
I reefy appreciate it I love you Barbara
John A Rmokti

KIM MEYER
HAPPY 21ST BIRTHDAY' HOW ARE YOU
FEEUNG TOOAY? WE LOVE YOU'
MICHELLE. MEL. AND BUBBA

KJmmy Honaker' What a surprise1 Congratulations on your peering to Bob Love, your Alpha
Chi Omega sisters

MALIA MERTUS
Happy 20th' Have a super day and be reedy to
PM1YI

LAMBDA CHIS
CONGRATS ON YOUR FIRST WIN OF THE
SEASON' GET PSYCHED FOR MANY MORE
AHEAD!
LOVE. YOUR CRESCENTS

CAMPUS ESCORT SERVICE
NEEDS HELP
3 HOURS PER WEEK IS ALL THAT IS ASKED'
CHUCH CHAPMANCONGRATS ON YOUR PINNING TO VtCKI! I'M
REALLY HAPPY FOR YOU!
LOVE. YOUR LITTLE SIS
CINDY BRADY KRIS THORSELL
ABSOLUTELY NO TALKING TO THE DRIVER
WHILE THE COACH IS IN MOTION!
ESPECIALLY IN WALLYWORLD' LOVE. GWEN
Congratutatlona
Erin Scholar and Scott Hlrto
on your engagement1"
The thBge that con evolve after a band date!1
Homecoming*. H S gala m the back seat (alter
Scott finely learned to drivel. Prom. Mrs Ryan.
BQ Trips. Littleton, summers. Date Parties
Weal Point. Spies (axe Patrick) so now who
wi be the cameraman at your woddBg?? Weil
don't ask me-tlBe sisters don't know anything11
love you both1 Sally
PS Since I kept tha secret so wee do you
think maybe we can lorgel the ma car Bdoont
Scoft Matthew?
Dab and Traoey.
Once agaB the bonehoJo girto pul through!
Thanks tor your help with activation You are
super'
Tha Pi Kappa
Did you receive an AFB from an AOD?
ALPHA GAMMA DELTA SPRING DATE PARTY'17
Dinner In London??
An evening In Paria??
For more Into.:
411 South Hall
Wad. night! at 7.30
DON'T BE LEFT
OUT OF 'IT KEY.
SENIOR PORTRAITS
BEING SHOT NOWI
CALL I72-40H
FOR APPOINTMENT
DRAMATIC READING
by Caeey Madden
Tonight. 8 pm. Mac North Mam Lobby

We Love ya.
Steph. Lexy Renee & Mary

Mart Vends Kontott
Congratulationa on being elected as Squadron
First-Sergeant Do whet they say you do
The Brothers ol Phi Kappa Psi
Monica
You are the boat sweetheart ever' Best of luck
ties semester and thanks lor all your support
Love. PI KAPPA PHI

LAST SESSION
FOR SENIOR PORTRAITS
IS NOWI
CALL 3724011
FOR APPOINTMENTI
ur Kim Thut.
Congratulations on your activation and being
elected Executive Vice President And a specks'
congrstutetions on your pearling 10 Mchael"
Love and Loyally.
Big Lasso

NOWI
SENIOR PORTRAITS
NOWI
SENIOR PORTRAITS
NOW!
Order your Valentine their bouquet and see our
other Valentine specave 10 am- 8 pm M--F
ConnecDone. 518 E Wooeter. 352-5148

Continued on p. 14

CALL THE KEY
FOR SENIOR PORTRAITS!
BEING SHOT NOWI
CALL 3729056

Toledo Photo Show
Sunday. Feb 16
Remade Inn- Southwyck
2240 S Reynolds RC
Buy'Sol "Trade
EverythBg Photographic
$3 odmoeion
More Info (3131884-2242

You'd eke to say something unique
To your Sweety, your love of the week
Or maybe the fork, who fired you at work
But you can't find the right words
to apeak
When me words won't come
cal Ver setse ver se - custom
poetry for at occaeeions 686-8735

PS
HOW
ANYWAY?

Scooter
STICKS FEEL

Attention Amy Zaebat
Belated Happy 20th BBnday'
Love, Scott and Chrtaly

RIDES
Ride boeperatety needed to-from Youngatown
Feb 13-15 WI generously help with exponaaa Cat Laa 372-1993

Jamie "The Blonlc Woman" Slivin
Just a "tee note to brighten your day' Have you
been stayvvj out ol tha hockey team s locker
room? You naughty gxt you' Keep up the good
work and watch out tor those after hours" See
ya B a lew weeks I miaa you"
O'CANADA

by Artprice

OBNOXIOUS AL

m\*pH«>\

PND NOW, FOR
ft LITTLE: 5P»£f.

NICE, ME'U 400

RC/TIAKICE!

UHflT CVCRYONC
LIKE5... '

Classified Information
Mail-In Form

p= The BG News
DEADLINE: Two days m advance by 4

D

m

\ The BG News is not responsible for postal service delays)

RATES: per ad are 65' per line. St 95 minimum
SO* extra per ad for Deed type
Approxanately 35-45 spaces per Wie
PREPAYMENT is required tor all non-university related business and individuals
NOTICE: The BG News will not be responsible for error due to illegality or incomplete information Please come to 214
Weal Mall immediately it mere is an error m your ad The BG News will not be responsible for typographical
errors in classified ads for more than two consecutive insertions
The BG News reserves the right to release the names of individuals who place advertising m The News The
decision on whether lo release this information shall be made by the management of The BG News The
purpose ol this pokey is to diecourege the placement of advertising that may be cruel or unnecessarily
embarrassing to individuals Or organizations

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM
.Phone #

Name
Address
Social Security # or Account #
(For billing purposes only)
Please print your ad clearly. EXACTLY now you wish it to appear
(Circle words you wish to appear in bold type)

I hoard It through tha grapevine that molown
waa heppenm Thanks for a great too
PI KAPPA PHI
WANT TO TRY
PUKlnUr
OR ENGLISH IA0.ER7?
FIND OUT ABOUT IT!!
EVERY WED. EVENING at 7.30 IN
411 SOUTH HALL

FINANCIAL MQMT. ASSOC. MEETING
Speaker Deborah Svoboda. Securities Trader
lor McDonald Co
Tuee Feb 10 7.30 110 BA
GEORGE LOW
You're Bio boat big brother and friend around
UBU mnko ao tool!
Happy 21o! Birthday
Love. Jackie

••■eeOfllolTechkla"
We hope your 21 at birthday waei
you are! Just think, we can buy our own coolers
and peach schnapps now! Have a great week1
Love Tarn. Tarn, t Msrcta

•BAReHETTERSCHEIOTHey Bube. Happy B day' You can now go out
and buy ua parly lupplaal lent that apodal?
Thanks for being Bio beet roommate and for
hotpBg mo with my diet, oopa-eeting plan,
yeeh right! Watch yourself with that son; never
know wham It might asp (DRINK) Don't party
too hard-unlees I'm wltfi you!1 Purina. PEZZ
Alpha CIH congretukueo Loses Rumen and Jeff
Weatnerhoari on their AX O Kappa Slg leveeer-

Government Homes from 11 (U repair) Delinquent tax property Reposseeelons Cal
805-687-6000 Ext GH 9849 for currant ropo
let
-ieve you picked up your FREE Student Die
ount Card at SMITH'S HALLMARK

Classification in which you wish your ad to appear:
Campus It City EventsLost * Found
Rides
Servlcet Offered
Personals

Wanted
Help Wanted
For Sal*
For Rant
Valentin*

•CempualClly Event ade are published free of charge for one day for a nonprofit event or meeting only

(JOWnOwn

HEY ALPHA SIGMA
IT WILL WORK
HURRY!
DON'T BE LEFT
OUT OF 17 KEY
SENIOR BECTION
SENIOR PORTRAITS NOWI
CAUI7M0M

Dates of Insertion

Total number of days to appaar.

Mail to (On or Off-Campus Mail)
The BG News
214 West Hall BGSU
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
(Checks payable fo The BG News)
Phone: 372-2601

Classifieds
Continued from p. 13
PM DCLTA TH4TT4

TO

e/aiom WHO P«TICH>AIED

IN TH£ QMATMT FORMAL EVER
TAKE ■ AJPMN AND CALL
HE IN THE MOm*NQ.
HVfDM AT 101 «E
fl PHI ANGELS
We LOVE our V. IP. •
W. LOVf our ACTTVE8
HM • HEAVENLY WMKI

•••ntttAnv"

MM

Qr**» • MM Mm

taMlMMU 1 an
VALENTINf'I tPCOAL
Late Ella Spoilt.
PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE
anyone found a bright oranga photograph
noio»r aw Mat Friday (1 -23] right on E
Mar. ptaaaa tHJ at 372 1920 Kan.
tudty drivers loanaa and spec* memoriae malda You can remain anonymous MORE THAN
AMPLE FCWAHO

BG News/February 10,1987 14

Tha Alpha Data want avaryona to know wa lova
our Supar Pladgaa Oat excited lor formal and a
graat aamaafart
SENIOR POP.THAITS
ARESEtNO
SHOT NOW
CALL 172-SOM POM
YOUR APPOINTMENT
NOWI

SPRING SREAK VACATION
Peyton*. Ft Lauderdara or South Padra TX
Starting at $138 7 Nfghta Quad occupancy
Tranaportatnr pariragaa avatabfa. For Information oil 1-800-222.413S STUDENT AGENTS
WELCOME

Happy Annhraraary
Thar** for tha Daal yaar ever
You ara tha griaMtt
I Lova You.

SPORT MANAQEMENT CLUt MEETtNO
wad., rat. tt-4oo p.m.
lit HeFal CaMar ta Tharal

Ml

SPOUT aUMAOtiajWT CUM HHStT"
Wad.. Fab. 11-4:00 p.m
tit McFsll Center ta Tharal
Spring Breed Hurry' UnrteO space avatar* at
tneee number ona ocas gate baaoh and akl
daaonaoona South Padra attend. Oaylona
Baaoh. Steamboat Sponge. Mami Peach-Fort
I —Mlaaifaaa Muatang Wand-Port Aranaaa.
Oal.aeton wand and Fort WaSon Baaoh Cat
Suncnaaa Toura Cantral Spring Breoh Toi Fraa
Hot Una Today for rformenon and raaarvabona
1-800-321-M11I

Hay. you with tha aad haart, IV*
seen your true colon .and
thay re beautiful Keep your
haart opan. I'm hara. aNrayal
Luv. No-1
THE BBOTHEBS OF SK3MA ALPHA EPSILON
CONGflATULATE SHAUN AMSTRONG AND
SHELLY KIRIAN ON THEIR RECENT
LAVAUEFONG
THE BROTHERS OF SrOMA ALPHA EPSILON
CONQHATULATE SCOTT ANDERSON AND
JOY QAYLORD ON THEIfl LAVAUERfNG

THE BROTHERS OF SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
CONORATVILATE OREO BUEHLER AND DARBY STPUNE ON THE* ENQAQEMENT-WE
WOH YOU THE VERY BE8T

Whara wHI you ba on Fab. 147
' AI FIOMOA FLING wfth'
LOVED BY MILLIONS"

THE BROTHERS OF SrOMA ALPHA EPSILON
WOULD UKE TO CONGRATULATE KIRK
WfLLBURQER AND WENOY FLOWER ON
THBR RECENT LAVAUERWQ

Whara wW you ba on Fab. 147
'At FLORIDA FLINO .HIT ,
LOVED BY MILLIONS!!

Tha eaten of Alpha CM Omaga conoretuate
Trail ■Patty Peeeante and Randy Qaorga on
tha* Alpha CN-ZBT avaaerlng

Whara wM you ba on Fab. 147
• AI FLORKJA FLINO with'
LOVED BY MILLIONS!!

TWA JEAN QROSSJEAN
Cong/atufaoona on your now managamant poalSon wDh TTra Limned What a due Phi you wl
Pal Your Alpha Phi eatere ara ao proud'

"YIAH, YEAH. THAT'S THE TICKET!"
FREE SEMESTER'S TUITION
Buy your MUM today-only SI 00
Honor Studant Aseocaton
TuWon Raffia
Tabraa In MoaMy Hal and Education

Typing and Word Prooaaarng Sarvioaa and
Raaumaa Thaala and iseealaeui*. A to Z Data
■aoroaa from UterrarVa. 352-B042
Whara arm yau ba on Fab. 147
• Ai FLORKJA FUNS arWl*
LOVED BY milONBII
Wkara ar« at* ba an Fab. 14?
• A1 FLOIaOA PUNQ wfthLOVED SY MILLIONSM

WANTED
1 female roommate needed Close to campus
Furraehed. own bedroom Spring Semester
Cat 353 5913 or 363-8407
Buying Beeebal Cards
353-8608

79 VW Bos 26 MPQ no rual-Oaan Great lor
Spring Braak S2495 352-5953 after 5 00
Army. Ah- Force and Marine Overcoats
S20 to S40 Made ol wool or cotton
and vary warm 353-0321
la It True You Can Buy Jeeps for S44 through
M U.S. government? Oat the facts today' Car.
1-312-742-1142 Ext 1794
POSTERS
SPRINGSTEEN AND OTHER BANDS
Sue 4 X 5 and emaeer
AI new 3520137

Female Roommate Needed
S120 par month
Cal 353-1407
HELP1 Ona roommate needed to aubleeee
■partment-NOW Own room' SI 18-month
363-4508

78 VW bua. OC. Rune Exceeenl Great lor Cr*
lege Student Negotiate once 874-6237

Need room to rant
Cal after 7 p m . 352-6848

FOR RENT

Roommate needed to share house trailer ASAP
S1S0--mo. Including urtWaa No lease
Smokers need not bother 353-4625

W^O^

HELP WANTED
120 COUNSELOR AND INSTRUCTOR
POSITONS AVAILABLE Private Coed Summar
Camp In Pooono MIS . PA Contact Cayuga.
P.O Box 234BQ. Kervworth. NJ 07033
(2011-278-0108

special for your friends and loved
ones when you send them o

VIU€NTIN€ H€RRT M€SSRG€ in

AJRUNES CRUtSEUNES rttPJNOI
Summar Caraer' Good Pay. Travel.
Cal for Guide. Caeaette. Newsservice'
(9161 944-4444 Ext 2

THE BG NEWS

Couneelora CAMP WAYNE, co-ed chedren'a
camp, NorTheaatern Pennsylvania offering a
spirited, supportive atmosphere lor personal
growth General and specialty counselors need
ad for Swimming. Sating Water Skang, Tennis.
Gymnaatica. Team Sports SeN-Oefenae. Fine
Arts Gutter Drama. Piano. Dance, Ceramics.
Photography. Nature. Nurse. Group Leaders
!20~) Other |0bS *lltatt1ll On Campus Interviews Tuesday. March toth. 10-3 PM. Grand
Baaroom of Unrvererty Urkon For lurmer Info
write 12 Aee.etd St.. Uao Beach, NY. 11581.
or Cat 516-889-3217.

Friday, February 13,1987
Vour message surrounded by a red heart border
$5.00 eoch
(.imiteO number QyOiioOie
JrOers mu« be (xxed in person or bv '
-eoues1

214 UUest Hall

FOR SALE
75 Mercury Bobcat Good condition, runs wal.
ram pans Baal otter Cat 354 6600 slier B
p m or weekends

Female Roommate Needed
$131 par month
Cat 372 1664

You'll
moke this...

Tha Upward Bound Program Naada YOU'"
ANNOUNCING
Summar Employmanl Working With High
School Studanu
In Tha Areaa Of
Dorm Coordinator
Aaeatant Dorm Coordinator
Tutor Counselors
Math Instruclors
Communications Instructors
SoaaJ Studies Inatructora
Further Information and Applications at 301
Heyee Hal Apptcatons due by February 27.
1S87

372-2601

Graduate Nurses
Southweet General Hoepital a a 326 bad
general acute care tacaty located in MldrJeburg
Hts . a suburb of Clevoand. Ohio Founded in
1920 rt haa become a major medical instrtutlon
serving S Weal Cuyahoge County
Wa corrjafy twee you to attend an opan house
lor graduate nurses on Sunday. Fab 22. 1987
from 11 00 a m-3-00 p m
RSVP ■ reouvad Cal colect 12181828-8028.
Lavema Hummel, Peraonnal Oept Southweet
General Hoaprlal, 16897 E Begley Rd . Mtdoleburg Hta . OH 44 130
ft you have experience In deaang Poker or
Btackack and can teach others, please contact
Tha Universrty ActMtas Organuation. phone
372-2343. We are looking lor someone lo conduct a brief training laaalon on or before
February 26.
Make hundreds weekly fixating circulars' No
quotaa' Limits' Rush sen addressed stamped
i: AM MAR 258 Robartaon. Dapt P8,
i, CA 90211
NANNIES
New Jersey and Naw York fame** ara seeking
tve-xi care lor thea chtoren Room, board and
ertare provided Salaries SI 50-week and.up
No fa* Opening* airaaafila for persona wrtti
creative chad car* skas Contact Chad Care
Raaourcaa, 609 683-9695
OVERSEAS JOBS Summar, yr round Europe.
S. Amar . Auatnaa. Aaa AI traUa $900-2000
mo Slghtaaelng Fraa Wo Wrtla UC, PO Bx
52-OH3 Carona Dal Mar. CA 92825

/

I
I
I
I

CARTY RENTALS
Apartments
For 3-4 students
Office hours 10 em -3 p.m
Located 316 E Marry, No 3
For more Info or appointment
Phone 352-7385 artyttme
Alao summer rentale

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
Assortment of many spti. and dupleiee
tor summer A tell rentals
CALL NOW for choice apt*.
354-2280
Office looted at US E. Wooatar.

1 S 2 bedroom fumlahed apta lor summer A
1987-88 school yaar
S > V Bentele
352-7464.
1 bedroom house and 1 bedroom apt. for sum
mar 1987 and 1987-88 achool year
1-287-3341
2 bedroom apartment Newly redecorated
" liatlll immedalely 362-7464
61 Escort
ExcaSant &>ridri>on
S l .900 or besl otter
354 7384
Attractive 2. 3, S 4 Bdr Houses Vary Good
Cortdaon. Close to Campua. 196768 yFun., Cal 353-7547 after 8 00 p nt
Butt Apia, now renting for 17-88 achool year
and summer 87. Completely fumlahed 2
bedroom apta. rant la SSS0 par month during
achool yaar 87-88 For summer '87, rant la
$500 par apartment for the summar. Call Tim
at 352-7112 or slop by at 1470 Ctough St.,
Apt Ft.
House for rant: 1-4 bdrm apt summer only
and 1-2 bdrm apt, summer and-or tal. Low
summer rates 362-2932 everenge
House* A Apta ctoee to campua lor Summar
1987 and 1987-88 achool year 1-287-3341
Mate senior grad Share room, kitchen, privet*
entrance 3 blocKa from Unrvarsrty Summer 87
and 87-88 achool year 352-7238
Stave Smith Apartment Rentals Houses and
Ducxe.ea for 1987 88 achool year 352-8917
1 bedroom apt . (urrHahad. close to
campua Cal Undo at 354-1502 after 6 00
p.m.
Two bedroom, tumahed apartments tor the
87-88 achool year 352-2883

WEEKDAY SPECIAL
GOOD MON. thru THURS. ONLY

13

5

% COO

" On.

Itarm Plxza
Chicago Style e«tfO

I Free Delivery
352-5166
Open 4 P m
One Coupon rVr

I'II/O

Expires 2-26-8/

EKITQ

Items 75* Eo

\

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

r^Pisaielb's!
/

Plzzo

j

•••

354-1001
FREE
DELIVERY
^SANDWICHES

S3.50 minimum

••

1448 E. Woostcr St. / Across from liarshman

Monday - Friday 12-12 / Saturday & Sunday 1-12

FREE
BAKLAVA
with purchase of
bagel sandwich

55* value!
expires 2-14-87

one coupon per order

BAGEL
SANDWICH &
ICE
CREAM
SANDWICH
$3.75
(reg. $4.25)
expires 2-14-87
one coupon per order

